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Welcome to #4. Can you believe it has already been
a year? Time flies as they say. Sometimes I can't believe
I actually still do this. This is the "Local Issue" be-
cause all of a sudden there has been an influx of new
(newer) bands and I want to be the first to cover them.
The scene has been flourishing as of late, but I have
been finding myself a bit disillusioned. Not to worry,
it's not like the last time (when I promised never to
write again. Yeah right.) though I'm starting to fidget.
I'm going through one of those "I don't know what I want"
phases I guess.

Normally, I don't have thanks lists, but since it's

been a successful year, I want to give nods to the proper

people. Wittftjfcu, we are nothing. So thanks to: Charles

Maggio, Mat Gard, Justine De Metrick, Mike D'elia, Trish

Bihon, Pat & Rich/DBNO, Shawn O'Hern, Dean Eshleman,

Dan/Cavity, George (Sorry, we broke your tape recorder!),

Mike Carreire, Matt Average, Carrie Crawford, Lali

Donovan, Timojhen Mark, Dave Mandell, Chickenhead (For

wanting us to die a horrible death!!), Bill Florio, Geoff

and the people at Middlesex, Rob and the people at Rutgers

Cook Campus, and to all our distrbutors (past/present

and future) I might have forgot and everyone else I might

have forgotten, also, to everyone who bought this fanzine!

Thank you kindly! ! I

!

thought thought thought thought

What ever happened to flyers for shows? It used to
be people made the most elaborate flyers to advertise
future shows. Now it's like, "Here's a piece of paper
I scribbled on." Doesn't anyone care how their shows
are presented anymore? The last good flyers I saw were
years ago for those early ABC No Rio shows. They were
flyers that you wanted to keep not just throw away.
Flyers are one thing the hardcore/underground scene has
definitely let go. I want to do some like I used to,
it's just that I don't know when the shows are far enough
in advance to work on a nice flyer. I'm not talking about
some computer generated flyer that any monkey can do
with a Mac. Cool art, band logos and a nice layout is
what I want to see. Things are just to word of mouth
around here. I want to get something handed to me that
is going to make me excited about going to the show.
Maybe this is something that will change.

last word last word last word last word

5/4/94 Well, as we start winding down and getting
this zine to press, I find that I really didn't have
much to say this time around. (Just look at my page!

)

Number five will be dubbed "The Brett Issue" because
:
'm going to basically take the summer off and Brett

is going to do the entire issue. I'll write some reviews
and such, but Brett is doing all the interviews, layouts,
etc... I'll probably just do ail the typing. Look for
it about August. Have fun this summer. By number six
I'll have tons to talk about, bye! -DK

local news local news local news

Well, actually there is quite alot of stuff going
on now. Things are picking up but I don't know about
the summer. That's usually when things start slowing
down. O.K. first off, contrary to last issue, Jon Hiltz's
is still having shows. (Alot actually.) There were some
thiefts of CD's and someone's wallet (which had $90 in
it.) If you think you are cool stealing stuff from a
person's house that graciously lets you be there, you
are not. You are an asshole. While we are on the subject
of people being royal assholes, on March 5th my friend
Trish Bihon put on a show at a community center near
her town. It was one of those real laid-back affairs,
a benefit for a women's shelter, etc... Do you know what
some asshole (s) did? Someone thought it would be cute

to trash an upstairs children's playroom, graffting the
walls and ripping apart stuffed animals. Fucking intell-
igent. I'm not sure what the final result was (if there
can be future shows at this place.) but it's really
annoying to know that there are people involved with
the present "scene" (Those who are supposed to be nice
and respectful.) that would do such a thing. Yeah, you

are so punk, asshole. Don't let me find out who did it.

Mat Gard is ending RADIO RIOT after three years of
publication. It's an end of an era as far as I'm
concerned. He's sort of burnt on it and I can totally
relate. A big blockbuster issue 36 will be the nails

in the coffin. Send all sympathy cards and lilies his
way. I think RADIO RIOT was probably the best fanzine

thing in the last three years and it will be missed.
Christine Boarts is expanding SLUG & LETTUCE to 12 full-
size pages and increasing publication to 7000 copies.
The only thing is it's going to cost more (52$ postage
to: P.O Box 2067 Peter Stuy. Stn. N.Y., N.Y. 10009) It's

a must-read. Charles Maggio is planning on starting up

a large bi-monthly fanzine ala MRR but concentrating
on stuff MRR doesn't cover. There will be a few others
involved from other publications. Stay tuned.

The people at Middlesex County College have had their
share of problems this season. Only half of the planned

shows have happened. Why? The school always seems to

schedule events at the same time as shows, thus stating

the shows can't happen. The April 23rd show was cancelled
because they couldn't get a line-up together. Hopefully,
next year will be different. There have been shows like

crazy in New Brunswick. The Court Tavern and the Melody
Bar have been having all-ages ( ! ) shows on the weekends

.

I don't know who has set these up, but that's pretty
cool. Ther only problem is that these shows get sold

out (?) quick. They are very tiny places. Cook College
continues to have great shows but I think that is only
during the school year. Charles M. found a space (in

a church) in Paramus, N.J., the thing is that it could

be a one-shot. More on that later. -DK



"No, Dave, you have to write it. I'm telling you,
you must. It has to be written" -Brett Beach

Yes, those are the exact words of my 'zine partner,
Brett. He has really been bothering me to do this Cor
the past couple of months. For those who don't know,
this column deals solely with the topic of straight edge.
It has been written twice before, the first time in *89
for my fanzine IN MEMORY OF..., the second was in '90

in the pages of MINDSET, Charles Maggio and Nick Forte's
compilation 'zine. It's been called everything from
elitist, stupid, unintelligent and even sexist (?). Some
actually like it.

It's been four years since the last installment,
so you'd think I'd have alot to bitch about. Well, not

|
really because actually I came to the realization that

I really don't give a shit what people do anymore. But
lately, things have been bothering me more and more.
What should I do? Should I sit back and watch, not caring?
Or should I unleash the bowels of hell in this fanzine
and let you all know how I really feel? well, I have
decided the latter. Read on.

Smells like...something died

The suicide of Kurt Cbbain has proven the people's
love and affection for drug addicts. It's really funny
hew people are fascinated with rock stars who are sub-
stance abusers. They sit there and put them up on a ped-

astal, once up there they can do no wrong, Ttien when
one of these fuck-ups decides to kill themselves or gets
blown away by a mental paitent, then the tears start.

"Oh, it's such a tragedy!' 1 "What a loss to the music
world! " "He/She must have been in a lot of pain.' 1 Oh
please. Jim Morrison. Drug addict. John Lennocu Drug
addict* Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, etc..., etc... all

drug addicts. Wake up people. They were not poets, they

were pathetic. Drugs are not cool and the people who

take them are losers.
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I'm on my wine break!

Oh this is a good one. Now one of the new cool things

to do around here is drink wine. You know how sophish-
icated it is. Pour it in your glass, swirl it around
and sip it. Don't forget to sniff the cork. Yeah, man.

Listen, dorks, wine is not cool. Especially when you
drink it to impress a band that passes through or drink

it with meals to show your parents you have "class".

You smoke,you choke

The hottest new thing in the punk/hardcore scene
is to start smoking. (Even cooler than drinking wine!)
Why the fuck would start smoking in your 20s? For alot
of ex-edgers this is the vice of choice. Go to a straight-
edge show, take a walk outside to get seme fresh air
and walk into a wall of smoke. Go to any crustie show
and herb is alight, pot fumes so thick you can't even
see. But that's cool and very punk.

[i

NEu*

other gripes...

I've been told that within the N.Y.C. punk/squatter/
crustie scene that heroin and crack are quickly becoming
the "in" drug to use. If that's "in", I'm "out". Get
a life already, you freaks! Maybe we'll be luckly and
in a couple of years the punk population there will be
wiped out from O.D.s... Isn't it really hip to wear
clothes with pot leaves on them? Where the fuck did that
come from? Why does everyone want to be a hippy all of
a sudden?... To the people who claim they are straight-
edge even though they have a drink every now and then:
You are not...

»t

'

In Memory Of: People who turn to alcohol when they
are having problems with life, relationships and other _
things, are definitely weak. Getting smashed night after
night doesn't make the problems go away. Keith Huckins,
you had alot of friends you could have turned to,
including me. Sadly, now it's too late. Damn, I hate
funerals,...

by koenig

i



HARDWARE
It's been a year. I can hardly

believe it. Four issues out. A
lot of people met. A lot of letters,

and I'm really satisfied. I was

thinking the other day about how
weird it's going to be when I graduate

from college (May 20, 1994). I've

been going to school for the better

part of my life. I don't know how

to handle it. I sort of have mixed

feelings about graduating actually.

On one hand I've worked really hard

and I'm sick of that, but I'm afraid

I'll fall into a rut and get bored.

Get up, go to work, go home, listen

to hardcore. Repeat. I do enjoy

what I'm doing, so that may help.

Another thing that hit me is how

"normal" everyone in the engineering

field is- No one at my school, let

alone work, has even heard of

hardcore. They think I'm some freak.

How weird is it going to be to work

forty hours a week designing machine

parts with a bunch of middle aged

men and then jumping off a stage

on the weekends? Hopefully I'll

have a medical plan at work for any

pit injuries.

NEWS. . . NEWS. .

.

Chris Zusi from RESSURECTION
should be home from Notre Dame soon
so they may be playing shows around
until 108 leaves for Europe.
RESSURECTION ' s lp "I Refuse" is out
on New Age Records. They are also
releasing a MOUTHPIECE Lp soon, too.
As for them, they're kind of sidelined
due to the fact that their drummer
and bass player sold out. Oh yeah,
RESSURECTION are going to record
the classic HALF OFF song "On Your
Own" for a ccmp. (Yes!) DEADGUY's
7" is out and they have been playing
out alot. Try to catch them scon.
LOADED is a new band consisting of
Sammy (the Youth), Alex (BURN,
PRESSURE RELEASE) and Ian (BURN)
with some guy I don't know singing.
They sound alot like PEARL JAM (bad.).
INTO ANOTHER maybe signing to a major
label scon. The CHAIN TO THREAD/BLEED
7" should be out sometime. Rich and
Pat (DBNO fanzine) should be putting
on some more shows at the VFW hall
in Bordentown. LIFETIME just recorded
for a new 7" on Glue Records. HOLESHOT
may possibly be doing a record for
Pushead's Japanese label.
Unfortunately, the CRO-MAGS broke
up. Don't expect anything new from
Dischord. Their only immediate plans
are a FIRE PARTY CD and a State Of
The Union CD. -BRETT

What I Hate
The Most About . .

.

I just got back from a Yankee game.

I sat in the bleachers full of drunk

assholes. If you want to drink,

that is your choice but I've never,

and I do mean never, seen anyone
not turn into a complete shithead
when they're bombed, especially at

a baseball game. There were two

huge muscleheads behind us who
insisted on trying to pick a fight

with everyone. By the seventh inning

they couldn't even complete a
sentence. People like this make
me sick. And the best part is

sometimes people ask what's wrong

with me.

More news from the "never should
of happened" department: I heard
that while in Europe, Dan O'Mahoney
got completely shit-faced more than

a few times. Hey Dan, what the hell
were you thinking? Are you stupid?
Go back and read all those interviews
where you said you would never drink
because your parents were alcoholics
or something. What are you going
to talk about now? Tastes great
or less filling? What was going
through your mind? You had better
get that tattoo removed from your
arm.

35 YOUR OWN
The pressure is mounting, a vice
is forming. You couldn't stand
ON YOUR OWN!
Take a sip it doesn't matter, but
when your addicted your
ON YOUR OWN!
You'll be the one to deal with
the problem, so make the decision
ON YOUR OW!
(They're palling your leg and once
it is broken you'll walk with the
crutch
Ion your cwni
CHORUS: Peer pressure is always there
They might try to push you

I A slave to the bottle
and your.. SHIT OUT OF LUCK!
Get used to it now it will always
be there and you'll have to face it
ON YOUR OWN!
A slave to your weak points
with a long walk to freedom, your
ON YOUR OWN!
lEveryones got problems and
Ihiding won't solve them so find the
[answers
ON YOUR CWN!
(They're pilling your leg and once it is
[broken you'll walk with the crutch
ON YOUR OWN!
CHORUS ip.)[J?in)in3

I think the use of the word "punk"
has gone a little bit too far. "Dude,
you're so punk!" "You got your
eyebrow pierced! That's so punk!"
"Blue hair, punk as hell!" Give
me a break. If wearing clothes from
the Salvation Army is punk then things
have gotten pretty lame. If you
were a real punk you'd be passed
out in a gutter in Iondon with a
needle sticking out of your arm,
fucking the system and throwing
bottles, not sitting in your parents
house watching Beavis and Butthead.
Nobody is hard core anymore. Fuck
punk. "Punk's dead. You're next!"
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Playlist for Spring 1994:

I Youth of Today- All
]Cro-Mags- "The Age of Quarrel"
Septic Death- All
iDYS- "Brotherhood"
Ignition- "Complete Services" CD

!
Jawbreaker- "24 Hour Revenge Therapy"
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By the next issue of HARDWARE Radio
Riot will be a deceased publication.
I must say that Mat has inspired
me greatly and Radio Riot will be
missed. It was the highlight of
my month.

I've Been Thinking...

I

I've been giving it a lot of thought

lately. Without a doubt there are

just some things that hard core needs,

and some things that hard core can

do without. Of course, these things

change with time. The things we

need today could be the things we

could have done without five years

ago. Well anyway here are my

suggestions for ten things hardcore

needs more of and ten things hard

core needs less of, in no particular

order, they are all equally important.

IJake it far _what_it^sjtfortiu

Ten things hardcore needs more of:

1 . Good bands.

I 2 Scary people, like John Joseph

or Jay Krakdown, who keep everybody

I
in line.

3. Benefits for people who got

I arrested or are already in jail.

1
4 . Fast parts followed by good mosh

parts.
5. CB's matinees.

16. Show violence (Huge pits, pile

|ons, stage diving, and an occasional

fight would be nice).

7

.

Flyers with drawings of skinheads

moshing.
8. Records with pictures of people

stage diving, moshing, and singing

along •
, . a - *,

9. Songs about getting stabbed in

the back and selling out.

10. UNITY iill!lll!lii!Mi!!lU

Ten things hard core needs less of:

1

.

Bad bands.
2. Piercings, backpacks, and died
hair. (Sheep)
3. Shows with no stage.

4. Sell outs.
5. Record with huge, long winded,
booklets on subjects no one really

cares about.
6. Long, slow, boring, weak, crappy,

emo songs.

7. Peotry zines.
8. Gas station shirts, and thrift

store clothing of all kinds.
9. People who insist on sitting on

the floor when bands are playing.
lOjDistorte^vocals.

I've got big plans for the next issue.

It is going to be a nostalgia type
thing. We're printing two interviews
that were done a few years ago and
never printed. It's sure to appeal

to a few people.

Special thanks:
Justine. Mandel, Fred Hammer, Carrie

I

Crawford, Mike Kirsch, Matt Average,

Timojhen Mark, Lali, Mat, Charles,

Rob Fish, Chris Daly, Chris Zusi,

(Ressurection), Heroin, Antioch Arrow,

Drop Dead, Chain to Thread, Bleed,

Spitboy, Holeshot, Deadguy, Failure

Face, George Norton, Dan H. , Tim

M., Mike D'Elia, Trish, Jon Reed,

Sean, Jim, Correne, Everone who

distributed Hardware, Anyone I forgot,

and Geoff for the shirts and being

one of the last people who still

understand what it's all about.
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I look QUI al this world and I con'l ignore what I see -
It's in my blood. It's in my blood, it's in my blood,

lis in my blood —
10 try and make things change!

I try to lum my back to the world, but

I can't close my eyes I

Ms- in-my -blood to try to-keep-some-sliand-of-hope-allve!

lo-hope-this- hopeless race-might only survive. .

.

Gross transformation, a burning sensalion sets my soul on lire
\

The Ihoughi that we might be the lasl. i

con shatter all desire

Bui, stfongely motivation breeds 7
wilhin the depths ot sorrow /
I (eel this need to sland before you /
screaming foi lomortow \
Something strange this drive, I jusl 1
con'l enplam - a feeling inside, won't (el \
me sland aside and watch . .just walch this world diel f
Survival in my blood, I teel it in my blood

v
***— "

Survival in my blood ,« -

Up 1I«wp "mes are strange'
.
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Hey, what's up! Well, once again those award-winning

record reviews are coning your way. Send those 7"s, Lps,

Eps, denos and CD* s in for a fair and brutaiy honest

review. One thing I must get clear to sane of ycu: We

don't print adsl If you want us to review sonething,

and you want us to print an ad in return for sending

us product, dcu't send anythingl We'll print your address

and a price, let the people decide for themselves if

they want it. Anyway, without futher ado... -DK

DEAD AMD GCME 7"

Riur lieavy sowgs that remind me of NEUROSIS {"Word

As Law" period) and KENOCHRIST, tut still keep their
cwn identity. Personal type Eyries and a really gcod
layout rake this one daim good 7" -BRETT

DRPTWXO 7"

Mare California noi2e that sounds like everything

else. I think bands there are taking the easy way out

and just trying to sound like they are on Gravity. Tills

7" has sons diversity, but all in all lackluster.
Excellent cover though! -DK

(DriftwoDd 20946 Bryant St. 31 Canoga Park, CA 91304)

ANGEL HAIR/BARE MINIMUM Split T

ANGEL HAIR? Where the fuck did this band cans fron?

Excellent UXJD harsh noisy thrash with vocals I liken

to those of BATTALICW OF SAIOTS. What happens after I'm

puitped to hear side 2? It's then I find out it's a split

with a really mediocre baitf called BARE MINIMUM. Should

have been a whole 7". Get.

(Titanic/GSL Records P.O. Box 4674 Boulder, CO 80306 )

[Vinyl Oairounications P.O. Box 8623 Chula Vista 91912)

DEADCUY "Whitemeat" 7"

Ttiree songs ccmbining a later BIAST! type sound with

sane nore medern elements. They are really heavy at times

and really weird at other times. Although the production

is sort of thin, this 7" is a good ccie. -BRETT

DEACGUY "Whitemeat" 7"

DEADGUY's first release doesn't really stand up to

their live performances, ttough it's great and a keeper.

Heavy, with good weird guitar parts contained with Tim

Singer's vocals makes you ears perk up. The problem is

the recording sounds hollow and thin. With the proper

production DEACGUY are going to blow everybody else away.

-DK

(Da Da Records P.O. Box 112 New Brunswick, N.J. 08903-

0112)

j^tANUEL 7*'

This can officially qualify as weird. It sounds like
music you might hear ccming out of sane church in Jersey

City Cfl a Sunday rrorning, -BRETT

EM4ANUEL 7"

It's really hard to explain this one. Probably one
of the worst records I've ever heard (and I've heard
alot!)* Itie thing is that it is hard to describe. I have
had people over to listen to it and they all laughed.

One of my friends said it sounds like it could be a
soundtrack of a really fucked up movie. Playing it on
both speeds didn't help. Ughl -DK

[Bubryo 15 Bay 17th St. Brooklyn, N.Y- 11214)

ASHES "Hiding Place" 12"

While this should have been nore than six songs (they

are lengthy, though), it definitely shows than ASHES

are a band to be taken seriously. Songs are more involved

than the 7" plus there's alot more screaming going on

by the men, was expecting a bit irore, but I'm content

with the results. Also available on CD. -DK

(Network Sound P.O. Box 5213 Huntington Beach, CA 92615)

ASHES CD

Well, I reviewed the 7" a couple of issues back,

tut now it has been released on CD with their earlier

deiro {which brings the total time over 40 min.J. tfost

pecple say the demo is the best stuff and I'm inclined

to agree. For about $5, this is a great deal. Get it

ar*d sell the seven inch to scmeone. -DK

(Netuork Sound P.O. Box 5213 Huntington Beach, CA 92615)

•

BACKLASH "I'll Get Mine" deno 1993

Originally to be a 7", this N.J. fcarcj released these
tracks on a cassette instead. Kids into S.E» chunka-chunka
music will love it. Problem is, it sounds like everything
else in it's genre. -DK

(Backlash 16 Simpson Ct. Bergenf ield, N.J. 07621

BRATWOBILE "The Real Janolle" 12"

More brat/snotty stuff fron BRATMDBILE. I love it,

you'll probably hate it. Songs are a bit longer

are only sixl) and have a superior production than the

last Lp. Ends with a cover of "Where Eagles Dare" by
the Misfits. Good stuff. -DK

(Kill Rock Stars 120 NE State St. #418 Olympia, WA 98501

DEATHRAGE/TOK BURNT split 6"

Yes, that's not a typo. It's a six-inch record, hand

cut and filed dwn. Enough with the talking, let's cut
to the chase. If you wore living in N.J. and just getting

into punk in 1984, you know who DEATHRAGE were, Pat Efcmcan

of WFWU played "Murdering tha Brady Bunch" every week
for like three rranths straight. It's not really a song,
just a spoken word piece over sane really noisy music.

Hoar what every body wauld have liked to do to the Bradys
but were too scared! Charles tells me that Pat gave him
a 20 song tape of them. I'm jealous. Didn't even listen
to the BURWT, this could have b^en a one-sided release

for all I care about. GET IT! 1 1! 111! -DK

(Headache Records P.O. Box 204 Midland Park, N.J. 07432)

DEVOID OF FAITH
DEVOID OF FAITH demo

DEVOID OF FAITH play sane loud, powerful, later period
BLACK FLAG Inspired tunes. That part of it is great.
What drops this down a cuople of stars is the vocals.
They are really not that hot and seriously detract from
the music. Otherwise, a pretty cool release. -DK

(DEVOID OF FAITH P.O. Box 2263 ESP Stn Albany, N.Y. 12220
-0263!

FABRIC 7"

Charles tells me that this band is supposed to be
the latest "thing" fron England. Well, I certainly hope
not. Bad wanna-be alternative music. The vocals are really
horrible, rt's Just not happening. -DK

(Whole Car Records 130 Talbot Road London W11 |ja)

FIVE-O "Fall Through" 7"

At first listen, I wasn't too impressed. The second
time around though, I really dug this. Well recorded,
solid modern hardcore tunes, with a hint of AVAIL on
some. I like it better than any other File Thirteen disc,
-DK

(File Thirteen Records P.O. Box 251304 Little rock, AR
72225)

FLOOR 7"

Fans of SLEEP will like this disc. NO! Fans of SLEEP
will LOVE this disc! Really heavy and slow. Only two
songs?! Where's the Lp?l Get it! -DK

(Dirge Records P.O. Box 7044 Hollywood, FL 33081

CAPITOL PUNISHMENT "Messiah Complex" CO

Sometimes I really have to wonder where We Bite gets
their bands. This is a really weird cross between heavy
metal and rock-a-billy type biker music. Twelve songs,
recorded at West Beach. -BRETT

(We Bite)

CAPITOL PUNISHMENT "Messiah Complex" CD

Never really bought any records by this ancient San
Francisco band. Apparently, they are still making music,
not too badly I might add. At times, it gets very DEAD
KEWffiDY-eqse musically. I would stick with the older
stuff though. Worth a listen. -DK

(We Bite America P.O. Box 10172 Chicago, IL 60610-0172)

CIRCULAR RUBBING MOTION deno

This band sound like alot of those bands that were
on hardcore comps. in the mid- '80s. O.K. but not too
thrilling. Silly song titles. -DK

(Circular Rubbing Motion 235 Horizon Ave. #1 Venice,
CA 90291 -DK) .



PLCaxiATE "Troubles A' BrewirT 12"

A good Ebullition release? Yes, it's possible
sanetimes, Alot of people iraybe surprised to hear that

I actually like this. Quite decent melodic hardcore.
Charles says it a RITES GF SPRING rip-off. Maybe, tut
then again I don't have any RITES OF SPRING records.
-DK

(Ebullition P.O. Box 680 foleta. CA 93116*

fvr "Sex Drive" 7"

Seme qocd power pop here. The singer can definitely

cite Debroah Harry as an influence, which is a very gcod

thin?, frtould like to hear rrare than two songs. Jesse

Malin of HEART ATTACK fame produced this. -DK

Sympathy For The Record Industry)

GBffRATIQH CF VIPERS dero

Decent nrxjern hardcore with a noise thing going on.

Not much different than noet of the bands these days

but worth checking out. -DK

($3 to: Steve Schmidt 200 Rice St. Little Rock, AK 72205)

Q*K "3 Blcwa Of The Dragonfly" demo

Hate to say this but it's your standard heavy melodic
nosh stuff. Then again, there are only three songs here.
-DK

|$3 to; Thean Traynor 779 Rte. 9W Nyack, N.V. 10960)

GKEhapine "Don't ftarget TTie Halo" 7"

Even though this is excellently packaged and I like
alot of pop stuff, GRENADINE are just a tad slow for
my taste. Too slow, actually. This sure looks great,
though, -DK

(Simple Machines/Teenbeat P.O. Box 10290 Arlington, VA
22210}

1KCTER "Lurid Traversal Of Route 7" CD

1EOVER are the band everycro wants to look and sound
like these days. I don't know why. They play slow,
dragged~out, modern emo songs. Ttie packaging is even
pretty bad. You people in D,C. had better get up aid
make scito gcod music or else Dischord is up shits creek.
-BRETT

(Dischord Records)

HCOVER "The Lurid Traversal Of Route 7" Lp/CD

This is extremely "Jon Hiltz's basement" stuff. At
times, like the first couple of tracks, it's not bad,
sort of agressive. Then it just laspes into nonotonous
dirge that just gets repitious. I just don't get why
alot of people dig this band. Dull. -DK

fDischord Records)

HI-FI AM) TOE ROACCURNERS "Deirons Of Wicker Park" 7"

Strange for a Victory release, but a definite re-
flecticti of TCny's musical taste. Decent rockabilly with
seme torns. It's a very large scene, esp. overseas and
worth checking exit because there is a lot better stuff
out there, -DK

(Victory Records P.O. Box 146546 Chicago, XL 60614)

HUGCT BEAR "Long Distance Lovers" 7"

Their 5th 7" is sadly lackluster carpared to the
previous material, r thijik the production is to blame
because there are a couple of good tracks. It's just
you can t understand than. This should have been better.
If you haven't heard HUGGV BEAR don't get this, doesn't
do than justice] -DK

(Gravity P.O. Box 17052 San Diego, CA 92177)

IGNITION

IGNITION "Carplete Services" CD

Twenty-seven great songs by one of the greatest bands

ever. Ttiis baby inclines the "Machination" tp,
,hIhe

Orafying Mysticle Of..." 12", both 7"s, the flexi, a
coup, track and an unreleased VIBRATORS cover, the layout

is superior to say the least. Again this is the wily

reason to buy a CD. -BRETT

roJITION "Canplete Services" <D

I think Dischord is finding their strentghs in CD
re-issues/retrospectives. KMTTION are ctie of the few
later day D.C. bands that I actually really liked. They
had a sound all their own. This IX cnly release is an
excellent package. It contains both 7"s, both 12"s (3,
if you count that 12" with both 7"s on it), the track
off STATE OF THE IWICW and the ultra-rare flexi. Also,
there's an previously unreleased track, "Keep rt Clean"
by the VIBRATORS. Layout is excellent. All the lyrics,
lots of pictures, flyer art and a list of all the shows
they played {I was at show 29J .) If you don't have or
are missing rane of the vinyl, pick this up. A mustl
-DK

(Dischord Records)

JAWBREAKER "24 hour Revenge Therapy" Ip

All you bands trying to sound like this can just
give up, you are Just embarassing ycurselves. After a
lot of waiting this record is out and is pretty much
a winner. It has a couple of clunkers ("Outpatient",
"In Sadding Around") and a couple really good sewjs tco
("The Boat Dreams Fran The Hill", "Ashtray Monument").
The cover, hewever, is atrocious. -BRETT

Cnjpelo-Cannunion)

JULIA 7"

Your basic Gravity/Repercussion wannate. None too
exciting. ~DK

(Rivers End 9525 Mission Gorge Rd. #81 Santee, CA 92071)

KICKING GIANT 7"

First of all, this is on K Records so a flag
immediately goes up. It's worse than I dreamed. Crappy
pop shit suitable for sellouts everywhere. Buy it at
an over-priced record store near you! -BRETT

(K Records)

KICKIMS GIAWT "She's Real" 7"

White I really dug the "Halo" CD alot, this single
really doesn't measure up. Slow and brooding. 3 songs
that are pretty mediocre. -DK

(K Records P.O. Box 7154 Olympia, WA 98507)

KROTCT cassette

If I didn't get tapes like this on a regular basis,
I might say that it's pretty good. Sounds like SICK CF
IT ALL slowed down, they would definitely fit in on one
of those Superbowl bills. -DK

(Krunch 31-5A Cassidy Read Bu*3 Lake, N.J. 07826)

record reviews

Ii31S "Strumpet" Ip

For sane reason, I Just never picked this up. I
definitely wasn't dissapointed . "Strumpet" is even better
than "Butterfly Kiss". Seme of the guitars are even
electric new. Sound is alot fuller and it makes for a
great record. Again Where's the insert K Records? -DK

(K Records P.O. Box 7154 Olympia, WA 98507)

LOS CRUDOS
1£S CTUD3S/MANUM1SS ICW Split 7"

Three mre great thrash/hardcore songs frcra ITS CRUCOS

and tro more duds fron MANIWISSION, It ccmes with a
bcoklet filled with writings about how Native Americans

have been screwed by the government. -BRETT

(Lengua Armada)

IPS CBUCOS/fWNUHISSICW split 7"

This is a benefit for the Western Shoshone Defense
Project. (Get the record to read more about it) WS CRUCOS
prove once again that they are masters of their craft.
Fuckin 1 blazing thrash/hardcore, screamed in Spanish/
just destroys everything in sight. MANUMISSION <xi the
other hand, prove ence again to bite the big one. But
not even they can min this disc. Get itl -DK

(Lengua Armada 2340 W. 24th St. Chicago, IL 606081

LOVESICK "Disappear/Broken Glass" 7"

Now I might be able to understand why Tim Yo dcesn't

want to review "non-punk" records anynore. It's records

like this. Really mainstream rock shit inasqeradlng as
"indie". Avoid at all costal. -DK

(arog-Veil Records 441 E. 222 Apt. 13 Cleveland, OH 44123!

EOYAL TO H3NE 7"

A very nundane nosh-core record to say the least,

Nothing interesting here. -DK

{See Records)

LYNC 7'

Another gem on K Records, only this weak, pappy crap

sounds like It was recorded c*i a toilet. Fingernails

on a blackboard would produce a irore pleasing sound,

-BRETT

(K Records)

LVMC 7"

Slightly above average pop stuff. Driving like noat

of the pop punk bands out there, but doesn't really grab

me. Some will like it, others... -DK

(K Records)

* f -+ f**-.;'&*

(Dischord Records
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NEW BCMS TURKS "Drunk On COck" 10"

This band is really starting to piss me off. I know
under alt those shit garage recordings, there still lurks
a good band, the songs on this reoDrd are testament of
that but the recording sucks, -BRETT

(Engine Recordings)

•
M3H1NDER 7"

Frantic tunes here. Above average Gravity type stuff*
I 11 prctoably end up keeping it since it doesn't cane
off chessy. -DK

(CAxleaded P.O, Box 1333 Cupertino, CA 95015)

MURPHY'S LftW "Gocd For Now*' 7"/CD

I have a ccoifeseian to make. Rogardless of the subject
matter, I think the "The Beer Song 11 by MURPHY'S LAW is
probably one of the best hardcore songs every written.
Unfortunately, they got really silly and I Ain't like
silly that much. The first couple tracks are real geed,
fast-paced hardcore. Then the downward spirial begins. «»
Great old live photo on the sleeve. -DK

(Wo Bite Records)

MURPHY'S LAW "Good For Now" CD

Nice try, MURPHY'S LAW were once a great band, and
this just doesn't prove that. The songs seem kind of
contrived, The new version of "Crucial Bar-B-Q" is ccol
though- Oh well, -BRETT

(We Bite America)

OFFSPRING "Stiash" CD

itils is the type of mu3ic that makes drunk frat
brothers think ttiey are way alternative. It has been
done before, better, -BRETT

OFFSPRING "3rash" CD

I never heard the OFFSPRING before so I went into
this coe blind. The best stuff off this is heavily
influenced by latter period FU's but not as gcod, Ttien
the rest veers off to rock stardon, {I'm serious.) There
is even a ska song on this, I don't know if this is their
style, but if ycu're a fan of them, maybe you should
check it out* I'm not sure abcut this, -DK

(Epitaph Records 6201 Sunset Blvd. Suite 111 Hollywood.
CA 90028)

RANCID "Radio" 7"

TTUs four-songer hits even tetter than their [p,
Gcod jumpy punk rock. Ttiis is one of the few bands that
pull this stuff off without getting tco stupid, -BRETT

(Fat Wreck Chords P.O, Box 460144 S.F., CA 94146)

NAKED AGGRESSICM "Plastic World" 7"

In the accompanying letter, I'm told Kirsten herself
wanted me to get a copy of this to review, (She must
of read the review of "Bitter Youth".) Ttils record, as
with previous releases, has great thrash/punk music and
vocals that are top-notch. It's Just the lyrics are dim.
My only conplalnt, really, Ixok for new recordings soon.
-DK

(Mighty Records 6607 Sunset Blvd. L.A., CA. 90028)

NAVIQ FORGE "As We Quietly Burn A Hole Into..." Lp

Another California emo super-group that broke up
long before it's time. Musically, It's solid guitar-
oriented emo/hardcore stuff but I don't think it stands
up to it's members previous achievements. -BRETT

(Shadow Catcher)

NAVIQ FORGE "As We Quietly Burn A Hole Into..." 12"

Many people said I wouldn't like it, tut I've played
it a couple of tiroes already and will probably keep it,

While it does have its irements of pretense, it has a
very mechanical sound and it's loud. Gccd recording.
CCOl. -DK

($5 to: Shadow Catcher P.O. Box 422937 S.F., CA
94142-2937)

RESSURECTICH M
I Refuse" Lp

Nine songs, and I know undea: this bad recording
they're all pretty gocd, A remix is in order I think.
Is the cover upside down or do I just don't get it?
-BRETT

(New Age Records P.O. Box 5213 iiuntiixjton Beach, CA 92615;

"ROCKY MDUOTAIN ARSENAL" cemp. 7"

Wow! This makes that two good records fran Colorado)
This c*ie really took me by surprise. Esp. the first track
by the Colorado CAVITY who do a great cover of Leslie
Gore's "You Don't Own Me". DEAD SILENCE are pretty good
and punk. The ANGEL HAIR track isn't as frantic as the
split but good nonetheless. BUWY GQJGHIS is the only
clunker here, Cne to get. -DK

(BLack Plastic Records P.O. Box 480832 Denver, CO 80248)

RUPnJKE "Baser Apes" 7"

15 million miles an hour, thrash/crust songs on this
7". It's good, just not scmethir^g I'd listen to everyday*
Very un-PC. -BRETT

)Slap-A-Haiu>

RYE "The Dancing Man" dero

Another good demo in the vein of MEREL or NATIVE
MX. At times it sounds a little like a Gravity band
or even NATICW OF ULYSSES. -BRETT

(address????????????????????????????????????????)

RYE "Hie Dancing Man" demo

If you read the review of their first tape in #3,
you already know that I think this young new fcarai shows
premise. Here they are with a bit better production and
raving rare towards a NATIVE NCO sound. It's gocd, get
it. -DK

(RYE P.O. Box 1221 Secaucus, N.J. 07096)

SECcftD cemtc 7"

Actually, this record isn't that bad. Hie music is
fast-paced, late '80s type hardcore with vocals that
remind me, at times, of 0UIBURST (?) for some reason.
All around not too bad. -BRETT

(Chapter Records)

SFXXWD STCRY WINDOW 7"

I'm having a real hard time making up my mind about
this record. Yeah, it sounds like HERICN or AOTIOCH ARROW
(a little), tut that is getting to to typical now. I
guess it's alright, it may grow on me. Gravity is
definitely sli^iing, HUQ3Y BEAR, gcod gcd] -BRETT

(Gravity Records)

SECCM) STCRY WINIXW 7"

Yes, it acund3 like HEROIN. That's going to be no
surprise to most buyers of Gravity Records. Similiar
to HEROIN, a little more frantic and the songs are
shorter. It Just doesn't excite me that much. Though
now that HEROIN is gone, acmeone has to take up the slack
-DK

{Gravity Records P.O. Box 17052 San Diego, CA 921 77

»

SHEER TEBRCB "Old, New, Borrowed and Blue" 10"

It*s still SNEER TERRCR, it just isn't that great-
Good is a better word, it's still heavy as hell and really
catchy. The layout is real gocd. I think the CD has an
extra song. -BRFTT

(Blackout Records)

]6 "Curvos That Kick" 10"

Nine extremely heavy, aggressive songs by this
California band. I can definitely see where their
popularity cones fran. The music is really gco; the only
thing that keeps me fran listening to this every day
are those claimed distorted vocals. -BRETT

(Bacteria Sour)

<



slant
SLANT 6 "Soda Pep * Rip Off" Lp/CD

I can listen to this over and over. Really great
mid-paced guitar pop. There is a slight country influence,

tut it enhances the sound. Not as straight- forvard as
the 7" (which is included on the CD). Girl band lovers

will definitely want to snap this up. <Beware though:

"March 6" is a horrible waima-be modern jazz thing that

should be avoided at all costs!) -DK

(Diachord Records)

SLAP SHOT "Live At 90 36" CD

Who the hell are these metalheads? I still recog-

nize Choke, but.,- Etourteen live songs, including "Ho

Frieiri Of Wine", "Back Oi The Map", "Step Oi It" and

seme new ones. This seems really unnecssary, since they

played MUCH better live sets whan they had all (or at

least seme) of the original members. -BRETT

Ttiis CD was recorded in Berlin en their '93 European
Itmr. I really can't muster up any feeling for this since

I have had and heard (and seen) many better live shows

by them. Tliose people singing along In the crowd should

have really kept their traps shut.-DK

(We Bite America i

STUAIH five-song CD

If you like bands like RESSURBCTION, INTEQUTY and

stuff like that, well. ..you'll probably like it. I don't.

It's ]ust more of that really heavy metal nosh core that

gets dull really fast. -DK

(Overkill Records P.O. Box 20224 Seattle, WA 98102)

SUlCIETy 7"

I should have reviewed this In the last issue, but

didn't get to it. Heavy and droning music, decent. Only

two songs though. If you like the records on this label,

chances are you'll dig this. -DK

(Repercussion 3871 Peidnont Ave. Box 312 Oakland, CA

94611)

WHATEVER "Deep..." 7"

Rock. Spare Me. Next... -DK

(Dead Beat 1662 Loblolly Ct. #146 Kent, OH 44240)

TOUra BRIGADE "All Style, ?to Substance" 7"

The title track to this 7" is fran their new albun
and it sounds like, well... YOUTH BRIGADE. It's a lot
better than sane of the shit that's caning out, really,
Ttie flip side "Sink With California" is frcm "Sound And
Fury". On orange vinyl. -BRETT

(BYO Records P.O. BDx 67A64 U* Angeles, CA 90067)

TATHOTAU tape

A neat little package that contains seme belcw average

tunes. Ttiey are sort of folky, using the guitar/drums

set up that is all the rage these days. A better recording

could have helped, but not much. A miss fran KRS. -DK

(Kill Rock Stars 120 NE State St. #418 Olympia, WA 98S01

)

THUMBNAIL "Hie Sound Of..." 7"

Better than average modern ji hardcore. Fits in well
with the File Thirteen line-up. I'm sure they'll be
playing Jon's basement in the simmer. -DK

SNAPCASK "D»kinglassolf" Lp

I can definitely see why SNAPCASE are popular, They

play that chunky-metal type stuff that is so popular
with the "big pants" crcfed. It's not too bad either,

they take influences fran HEIJ1ET to SILVER. I am always
skeptical of a band with a press kit, though. -BRETT

(Victory Records P.O. Box 146546 Chicago, IL 60614)

SPACEBOV 7"

well, Clifford is definitely not continuing the trad-

ition of ccpying BLACK FLAG in his new band. Maybe just

a little bit. Very noisy stuff, not conventional at all.

After a couple of spins, though, I still didn't get into

It. Beautiful color cover, great artwork, no lyric sheet.

(Galaxia P.O. Box 380 SC, CA 95061)

SPAWN 7"

Five-song European straight -edge 7" that Munds like

every other five-song European straight-edge 7". Pretty

generic to say the least. Hell, it's even on green vinyl!

Brett might like this one, -DK

(Srfolan Records Rheinstx. 64 47226 Duiskairg GERMANY)

(File Thirteen Records P.O. Box 251304 Little Reck, AR
72225)

TIGER TRAP/HEHRY'S DRESS split 7"

It's pretty obivious why I bought this...TIGER TOAP
plays a whole different style here. Slew and depressing
with sane of the best production they ever had. I think
It's the best son? they recorded. HENRY'S DRESS c*i the
other hand is a monotone dirge throughout and gets dull
after about 10 seconds. Three or four dollars is pretty
steep for one song, so I suggest it for serious IT fans
only (or Just tape it off a friend). -DK

(SluiTfoerland Records P.O. Box 14731 Berkeley, CA 94701)

TIGER TRAP "Sour Grass" 10"

Nice little "going away" package fran these popsters
(though I think they could have put more than five songs
on this). A slight variation in sound fran their Lp,

but fans will not be dissappDlnted, Of course, no insert*

(Attn: K Records, please put inserts in your records! I)

-DK

TOTAL CHAOS "Pledge Of Defiance" CD

More evidence that punk is irost definitely dead.
Tliese guys must pack ABC. Anarchy. -BRETT
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SPINANES "Mance" Lp

Thought their previous releases were a little thin

but "Haros" is an improvement. Here they seem to get

a full sound with only a guitar and drums. It's quite
possible they are all sappy love songs but I don't knew

Sub Pop didn't include an insert. With this type of set-

up, I'd only consider 1X>IS tetter. -DK

TOTAL CHAOS "Pledge Of Defiance" CD

Iliis a Just a very blatant rip-off of just afcout

every early '80s English band that ever existed, (tare

than a "iKd", a perfect copy. Can't believe there are

still bands like this out there. -DK

(Epitaph Records)

y
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(Sub Pop)

SPITBOY UNWOUND ar

SPITB3Y "Ml Cuerpo Es Mio" 7"

Well, the last recorded work with Paula cones off

pretty good, showing their ever-evolving style with a

tetter recording this time. I dig it but I don't think

they are ever going to top the first 7". What happened

to the packaging? -DK

tliis seems to be a gcod follow up to the album because
these songs pack mare of a punch. I*m curious to see
how tilings with their new bass player evolve and how
they work together in the studio. Once again the lyrics
are quite personal and I thinkl'll refrain fran axnnent
this time for obvious reasons. -BRETT

(Allied Recordings P.O. Box 460683 San Francisco, CA
94146)

STRUGGLE
STRUGGLE Lp

STRUGGLE are a good band. Tliey may get way too

political for their cwn good at tijnes, but they at least
are interesting. Their 7" was more straight forward than

this release. Here they get a little irore experimental
in sound (ard irore pretenitous with the spoken word bits

and sound bites). Saneone said this sounds like RORSCHACH,

I think not. Not even with better production. Sufposively,

they broke up recently, this is not a bad way to go out.

-DK

(Ebullition P.O. Box 680 Goleta, CA 93116)

UMttXJMD "Mkultra/Tbtality" 7"

In a very sirtple paper sleeve, the UNWDUND two of
their loudest tunes yet, Thoy do the noise thing extremely
well. Dan*i shame my turntable needle picks up early on
"Mkultra". lp next. -DK

(Kill Rock Stars)

UNWOUND "New Plastic Ideas" Lp

Hot en the heels of the recent 7", WWJUND's latest
is less noisy, alot slower and more melodic than past
efforts. Very enjoyable to say the least. This is going
to be a good bike ridiixj soundtrack. -DK

(Kill Rock Stars 120 NE State #418 Olympia, WA 98501)
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vngTCMES s/t bootleg 7"

Bootleg of a classic punk 7" fran 1977 that you will

not find anywhere. This makes me want to wear leather,

give myself tattoos, stick a safety pin through my ear
and sniff glue. No really... -BREIT

Records
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DFAfjftUY are not your run-of-the-ralll exnnefftoers

of band. Loud, thick, heavy tunes with Tim Singer's
patented screams. Fairly new to the circut, a 7" is
already out, They are not ones to sit back and watch.
dfaixtuy is here... Interview before their set at Cook
College Rutgers on March 10th 1994

HW; So can you give us a short history of DEAJXHJY?

HW; ttot like you were in PAYBACK or sanething.,,

DAVE: As always, it's a pain in the ass to have to go
on you're own and find things. People have teen really
ccol to us and helped us cut.

HW: How did you cone to the name DEADGUY?

***•-*•••/ if *
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Tinu Well, me and Dave wanted to do a band together like
forever, since we met. we both live in New Brunswick,
He's been in other local type bands. NO ESCAPE was en
the skids half the tijne, so we jairmed on this thing called
POPGUN but that really sucked. NO ESCAPE then had broken
up, Dave lived with Crispy. Originally, it was going
to be me, Crispy, Dave and Can Hornecker. We did one
little thing were we did cover tunes. Hornecker didn't
uork out, he'd rather play drums, kinda just changed
direction. Crispy moved to guitar, we picked up Tim who
just happened to live in the same house. Now the new
and improved version has Keith (ex -Rorschach) on second
guitar.

DAVE; Tim and I were watching that Jc*in Candy novie ONLY
IKE t£NELY (a favorite of mine-DK). Tim kept goirtj, "Who 1

the dead guy?" i said, "It's just seme randan dead guy."

HW: In the three times that I've seen you your sound
and set Hat has seemed to chawje a great deal. Like
how does DEADGUY write songs? Co you seem to be unhappy
and scrap alot of stuff?

is

j(W: Your sound is sort of hardcore, but takes on sane

outside influences. When you were creating DEACGUY, what

were you shooting for?

DAVE: Well, most of the songs we have written so far
have just been me and Chris flacking around in the basement
of our house. We ccme up with different ideas, different
rhyhms and things like that. Wow Keith is ccminj in and
throwing even weirder stuff than we were. We just go
and try and make things rark as best as we can* At our
first show, we had a base of like 5 sorqs, cut alot out
of those songs. Got dewn to the point of the song. Since
then we try to have one new song everytime we play.
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Chris: All the bands we did before were hardcore bands

but... Right around the same time we started DEACOJY,

at least Dave and I started to realize that irost of the

now bands we liked weren't really hardcore. Like the

new NERUQSIS, like you said it has it's beginnings in

hardcore but it's taken it to different places. Alot

of different kids are starting to like it. Mare metal

kids could be like "Oh, NERUOSIS" or "OTrEERITY", Which

was not what we v*ure thinking about when we started

DEACGUY. We had ]ust seen the LNSANE play on their last

American tour before they went to Europe and they played

really well. We were kinda increased that they made their
;

own sound tut they didn't make any references to any

cne kind of music. They just went on stage and played

what they had and that's it. T think these kind of things

make rrare of an impression on us than anything else.

TIM: Ycu can write soivjs in your hasement forever and
really not know what they are like until you put than
in front of people. The first DEAIGUY show, that was
just trying to see how things came across. That's how
we decided what worked well.
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TIM: We would sit around saying, "Do we suck? Do we rule?"
We have no idea, you know. You can sit in your basement
and play, play and play- We just wanted to kick ourselves
in the
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HW: Does it rake you angry that people are already making

canparasicns to other bands?

AVE: I would say that peuple will do that in any case,

any baitf, any T.V. show or novie. People are always trying

to classify music. It's easier for them to recognize

a certain band with another band. It's not making us

I

amry tut it
1 s not giving us full credit. I don t think

we are ripping off anybedy else's sound and there is

not that many carparasions. Sure we sound like ND ESCAPE

fcecause Tim has the same voice. Beyond that, people should

| be able to make up their cwn minds.

TIM: Those caiparasions will be short-lived. They happen

when things start. You have nothing to go by, like seeing

the new Swarennger movie, you have nothing to go by except

for who's in it. I don't think we souitf like HO ESCAPE

or HESSURECTION. I think we sound miles apart fran any

of that stuff. I'm doing everything I wanted to do and

wasn
repeat what I did in my last band,

in my life. Alot of frustration.

t able to do in ray last band. I in no way want to

that was three years

HW: After being in a barci that really didn't have to

*ork to get shows/records and stuff, did you find it

hard to have to start fran scratch?

fiw: Do you find that being in different bands that you
are settling for less v*en you are practicing? You might
have given in before, but now that it's a new band, it's
a fresh start and you want to try everything?

DAVE: Well, actually in CEADGUY, we'll bust our asses,
going over parts again and again. Just to get them right,
the stupid little things so you don't have to lcok at
each other when you play.

HW; Is everybody happy with the music now? Nobody has
to settle?

DAVE: No. rtofcody settles. If we don't like it we work
it out and hopefully 'til everybody likes it*

HW: Dees DEACGUY as a group take c« any of the more
popular hardcore "causes" like; straight edge/ religion
or animal rights?

HW: I hate when people say that suburban middle class
kids don't have anything to hate.

TIM: That's like Jim Testa said in seme interview that
all these rich, suburban kids should get a grip and be
happy.

DAVE; We generally nice guys. That's it we are nice guys.
We are flexible and we are nice.

TIM: It's safe to say we are anti -organized religion.
Like have a head on your shoulders. That's not really
politics, that's cannon sense.

: your bands music has so much anger. Where does a

OIRIS: Everybody's been pretty good to us, Things just

sort of happened. We really didn't do alot of work for

any of that stuff. Wo said we had a bard and we wanted

to play shows ard I guess in that aspect, being in those

other bands, that's the grace of that. People reoognize

a certain thing, if they expect bad things, then they

are out of luck. If they expect things a least seml-gcod

then they give you half a chance,

s bunch of suburban kids get so much anger?

TIM: Co you want a list?

ffPffr^— Tifig
.

2 DAVE: I mean I hate my fucking life, I hate going to
| school, I hate going to my job. I hato just about
everything.

DAVE: I m not carplaining about anything, but I don't
see any reascn why I can't have anger in nry own life.

HW: O.K. the songs have titles but you guys use than
as numbers. The set list is like "Song 4", "Song 2",
"Song I'

1

,..any reason for that?

?. .¥r ** ?:.
TIM: Well, one reason is because we don't have any thing
to reaDrd our songs on in the basement. We have a new
song, it lias a title tut we tend to call it "Song a".

HW: Alot of bands are reuniting (No For An Answer, Turnircj
Point, etc) because of offers of big dollars. Do you
think the influx of large amounts of money in hardcore
is going to be positive?

TIM: I think it cheapens what's already cheap. Like NO
FOR AN ANSWHt just toured Eurcpe and it's chessy, twt

I don't know if I would do it or not. It's a free trip

to Europe, That's hard to turn down. It's tough. It's
also a sham if they are a bunch of drunks and playing
"Straight-Edge Revenge".

HW: Cne last question: Hew cone DEACGUY has irore shirt

i designs than you guys have played shows?

TIM: Because I work 20 hours a week.,.



_ While I think ail the hands Interviewed this

issue are great, CHAIN TO THREAD are the band I'm mast

increased with. They seem to be caught in a time warp,

playirq '80s hardcore {the good kind) with a vongence.

If you get a chance to see than, grab it, you will not

be disappointed. Interview with Ttony Rettiran sometime

in Febuary 1994 at Ccok College. -DK

HW: I've heard you are the only one really into the band-

Do you have trouble getting them (the other meirtoers)

;q do stuff? Are they irore interested in doing MOUTHPIECE?

T: Don't break their glasses that they weren't wearing
a year ago.

HW: They don't have lenses in them so how can you break
tiiemt?

T: Personally, I think they cried their eyes out so much,

that they need glasses. I don't think I really answered

that question though. People are just Influenced by

different things whether you like it or not.

iRtt
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TCWY: It's not really that. . .MtX/niPIECE is kinda in limbo

right now. Itiey are waiting for the Lp to cone out and

they are going to play seme shows. Tfcey are into it,

we just all have different schedules. . .we have to record

for that split 7" we are doing, it's kinda hard to get

everybody together for practice and things. They re into

it, but I'm into i t nttre tecauae I have nothing < '

to worry about.

HW: So this band isn't exactly a new band but one with
a name change?

T- We vers around for a long time Just as a side thing

fir them to do. Our original name was CASTE, <

changed it.

HW; Did the sound change as well?

T- Not really, <\t first when we Just started, it was

s^ethir^ we did en and off . It sounded like MjUy *dl*Y

wanna-be TORN AGAINST shit. New I don't know. ..the sound

has stayed the same, just a di fferent name.

HW: You have been getting alot of catparlaions to SWIZ.
Is that on purpose or just a kind of coincidence?

T: It's not like we play a SWI2 record and say, "Hey,
let's rip that off l". SWIZ is definitely one of our TOp
5 favorite bands of all-tiro. I guess that's just going
to carethrough. we like them alot.

HW: Do you have any now songs bosidi
demo?

the ones on the

T: Yeah, we have the two that are going to be on that
split and one more we just finished at practice this
week. We are slow with songs. I don't know why.

HW: Hew does the overtly sarcastic and sharp Tony Rettiran
translate into the singer/songwriter Tfctty Rettman? Is
it like a totally different person?

T: I guess I was always afraid that when we play people
are going to say, "Man, that guy is such a wise-ass!"
when I'm trying to cane off serious. I guess I'm Just
a niutli-facted guy. I'm a '903 guy. It's basically the
same person, I'm just a smart ass to people.

HW: How's the reaction to the domo so far? S~ ;

T: Really good. I'm happy, alot of people really seem
to like it. I got like three orders today, Ttie main buzz
has been from the Anti -Matter review, that's cool. So
far I got letters fron people all over the country
ordering the desno. It's just a matter that I have to
copy seme more up.

HW: What's with the Steve Martin, RecU Ftoxx and all of
that? (on the tape)i

HIV: So why did you miss the CFD-MAGS last week?

T; Because we were supposed to interview IKOVER but they

dissed us.

HW; So new you can say officially that B33VER suck dick.

T: Eh, I still like HOOVER. Ll "" : So what are you singing about?

T: Basically, if the lyrics all tied into one theme it
would be frustration. Anger towards just life in general
Just the things which run through my head. The way I
feel towards the outside world and how I feel toward
myself.

HW: Do you have a problem writing lyrics after not doing
Ln a lcog while?

«:
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T: Veah, like all those songs that wo have on the dentD,

I must have wrote four sets of lyrics, except for one
of them. It's because I'd write them and then say, "These
lyrics are stupidl" and rewrite them. I can't say I'm
all to happy with the lyrics on the demo but their now
etched in stone I have to keep them. It was really hard
because I didn't think I was convaing wtiat I felt pro-
perly. The sets of lyrics I'm writing now, I can't say
I'm going to be happy with than forever but I like them.
Guess I progressing as a lyricist, I suppose.

' HW: How do you feel about state of gettirg and playing

shows in the state of N.J. right now? What do you think

of the clubs and houses that people are doing stuff?

T: It's great, it's really cool. I'm happy to be a part

of it, I really wish to travel with this band. We have

offers to play a few states. That's something I really

want to do. The rast, I guess are sort of jaded because

they got to <to it with ICUTHPIECE and stuff. As far as

N.J. goes, basically we are having people cone to us.

I guess we are lucky that we have the members that we

do.
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HW: Co you find that you have an
either good or bad?

a an interesting reputation

j1
'

T: "totally. Because when everybody finds out who else
is in the band they are like, "What?". They are like
totally shocked. It's weird. Either kids are like...
kids won't like us because members of MCUIWPIDZE. I'm
sure if we played here and the people didn't know anything
about us, they'd like us. But since we have these people
in the band, they look at us- like,..Pecple who expect
MOUTHPIECE, they are not getting it. Some people like I

us and seme people don't.

HW: So when ycur record cones out, do you think MRR is
going to review it? a*

T: We're punk. We are pretty dam punk I'd like to think.
Itie graphics of the record might not look very punk,
but we're punk.. m

-
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T: They were wise-asses. 3nart asses, we can't help it.

It's Just the way the demo ended it was so serious and
corny I }ust wanted to lighten up a little. And I love

Rixid ruxx, Ho was a brilliant man.

HW: What do you think of all the bands tliat are coning
around that kinda caught the "HCOVER" bug?

T: Well, it's really no different than like hearing MXTHI-

PIECE and wanting to }unp around or something. It's the

same thing lust a different influence. Personally, I'm

not really into it. It's weird...as far as it goes tliat

whole thing, I Just don't understand it, I cton't

understand why you'd want to sit on your ass at school

all day then sit on your ass and watch a band.

HW: So what would you cto if someone was sitting on the

ground in front of you while you were playing?

T: I don't know. I would feel kinda stupid... I wouldn't

feel stupid, but Just like nobody was into it. Like yew

were looking at me like I was a T.V.. If anybody did

that, I'd have to say something. It blows my mind. When

I first went to shows it was like I sat on my ass all

week at school and then I'll go to a show and move around.

See people.

HW: As long as it isn't brown paper bagged.

T; It's in a brown paper bag, silk screened with non-
toxic inks. s

HW; And sealed with wax.
^3

.a

T: Actually, we got styrofoam and it's screened with
toxic inks. And we put a strip of fur in everyone!

HW: Don't buirp into anybody]

i

HW: OK. Let's wrap this
for the world?

up. Any last ccciments or messages

T: Ttianks for the interview. Wo have a split 7" with
a band called BLEED fron Pennsylvania. We have sane other

things on the horizon, playing ©are shows. Cane check
us out because we have been known to rape your
grarxlTOther.i

CHAIN TO TltREAD c/o Tony Rettman 7 Glen Clair Trenton,
N.J. 08616-1943
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ICLESK7T are the oldest band here, but are
catagorized as a "new band" because people are just

starting to hear, them. They can be described as "HARCCCftE'

with tinges of rany early '80s bands in their sound.
Fast and furious, here's TOLESWDTI -DK Interview at
Middlesex County College March 11th 1994

IIW: So how did HDLESHOT get together?

JASCN: Well, everything with HOLESHOT started in October

of '92, Me, the singer and the guitarist were in another

band that carpletely failed and fell on it's face. Oir
band before H3UEHOT was a corplete learning experience.

We got a second guitarist and a new drurmier, our objective

is to have fun and make good music.

HW: And what's your idea of good music?

J; Past, melodic...anything that sounds like 1982-83
hardcore, for the irost part. We listen to alot of other
stuff tco, like BLACK SABBATH but basically fast and
melodic,

HW: What do you guys sing about?

J: Basically, we sing about people we don't like. I write
irost of the lyrics, I like writing music, I hate writing
lyrics. It doesn't cane easy at all. So mratly I'm
inspired to write about people I don't like. But I don't
menticn any names or anything. The qualities I dislike
in these people are like not rare, not just in that
individual. So I think alot of people can relate. I guess
you can say we write about bad qualities.

HW: O.K. You said that you like rroetly the older (hard-
rare) stuff best. What do you think of the pecpie that
]ust listen to one kind of music and that's it?

J: Ttiey're lame. Ttiey are really, really missing out.
If they are not going to be open-mined.,. I don't know.
I was talking to my friend Ari, who said that there are
records that should be required listening for kids Just
getting into hardcore, you should have to listen to the
manditory records.

lfW: Which are?

J: "Damaged" BLACK FLAG, "Group Sex" CIRCLE JERKS (He
thinks of the last c*ro and scmeone yells out "Power Of
Expression" by BLAST) There you go(

HW: What types of music do you listen to besides hardcore
and that?

J: I listen to alot of hardcore, guys in the band have
been getting me into BLACK SABBATH. I really like SIXCUSIE
AND THE BANSHEES alot, You know the punk years and the
non-punk years. The PIXIES and stuff like that, 80-90%
of the stuff 1 listen to is hardcore/punk,

HW: What do you think about the way things are going
scene-wise in N.J. ?

new bands

J: I'm optimistic, there's a lot of new bands coning
up, I feel like H0LESK7T is a part of a new wave of bands,

that are premising. That are doing something different
than N.J. nosh-core that seemed to be saturating the
scene, it's quite boring. At least to me it is. There's
alot of fanzines, lots of young kids getting Into it*

Plenty of places to have shows which is really important.

Cook Campus, here at Middlesex, Hiltz's house. ..you knew

and the few places in New Brunswick are having all &g£3
shows new. It's a good sign that the scene Is healthy,

at least on it's feet.

IIW: HOLESHOT covers "Can't Decide'
pronpted you guys to cover that?

by BUCK FTAG. What

J: Well, most of the band loves B1ACK FTAG to the point

where we can play alot of their songs. I was playing

the opening riff one day at practice just to get a bass

sound and my druirmer suggested we do it. He already knew

it. So everyone went heme and got it down, we learned

it. I was playing with the idea that we only do BLACX

F1AG covers. "Can't Decide" is pretty long and we usually

get shit for it because people don't know what the hell

the song is in the first place.

IIW: I was just going to ask that. Do pecple think it's
one of your songs or is it a cover?

J: Well/ we tell people but usually we start playing
there's a blank expression on 98% of the people. Then
there's like 2 people in the crowd with big smiles on
their faces nouthing the words- Vte play it because we
have i un, so we are really catering to anybody. It would
be cool for seme kid who never heard BIACK FLAG to go
and dig up seme BUCK PUG records. I don't know, BIACK
FLAG seems to be a buzz word now that a lot of people
drop in the mainstream press. But I think it deserves
It. People should look into BLACK F1AG for themselves,
esp. the early stuff.

HW: So what is upcoming in the wDrld of HOLESHOT?

J: We are going to record a carp, song called "Tag You're
It.

11
Tliis guy Razzle is putting It out in N.Y.C. I don't

know who else is on it yet. We recorded a song for a
GLUE records carp. Ready to do another record but we
don't have the money to cto it.

HW: Hcw's the single sellirK|?

J: It's just about sold out. Actually, I think there's
like 20-30 left. We playing a few shows in the next couplt
of weeks so hcpefully they'll be all gone. It had sold
cut pretty quick esp, since we didn't go throixjh

distributors with it.

I first met Hike Carriers through the mail when be
ordered HAREWARE awhile back. He told me he was in a
new band and I told him to send me a tape. It turns out
his band, BLEED, la pretty good. If you like most of
the modern sounds emiting fron the present day hardcore
scene, check them out. This Interview was dene over the
phone in Feb, '94. -DK

HW: O.K. Let's get to the basics, hew'd you get your

band together?

MIKE; Well, basically the five kids in the band livewithin the same area and we all just wanted to start
a band We are all 18, 19 years old and we want** to
rio something. This is really our first band.

JW^So none of you have been in any other band before?

M: Nothing serious, just foolinj around, tothing wherewe actually tried to record anything.

HW: tfavo you gotten any respDnse yet?

M: for putti ng stuffoutTU HW: For your band.

H: Yeah. We are going to do a split with CHAIN TO TWtKAD,
which is going to be on Soundtrack to Protest Records.
Ebullition wants us to do a seven inch. (Which is now
going to be a split. -DK>

HW: I just heard that.

M: We will profcably do that. We have to record another
song for that.

HW: Any last raiments?

J: If you have the desire to play in a band but are

intimidated about playing an instrument, Just do it*

It's easy. If I can do it, you can do it. It's alot easier

than it seems. The more bands the better. Cto scmethingl

HOLESICtf 16 Wxdland Ave., Verona, N.J. 07044

HW: O.K. What are seme of your songs about?

M: Basically, they are all pretty personal lyrics, I
wrote the lyrics about personal experiences. They can
also be taken as views on society as a whole. It's pretty
hard to explain. I like them to be open to interpertatlon,

HW: BLEED sounds alot like many of the barels who have
ccmo out over the last couple of years, like AOTICCH
ARRCW and HEROIN. Are you guys influenced by them in
any way or is there any band that you dig that havo
inspired ycu to do this?

M: Alot of the inspiration...our guitarist, he writes
the music, he's into alot of BLACK SABBATO, NERUOSIS,
INFEST, PfC, Alot of the older stuff. We are big fans
of HEROIN and AMTICCH ARROW, SLEEPING BCOY, stuff like
that. But alot of it ccroes ttown to the older stuff.

HW: So have you played alot of shews around? | M: Actually, no.

HW: How long has the band been together?

M; About five months now. We have only played three shows.



HW: Around here, people have heard of you. The wrd is

spreading. How do you feel about record collecting?

M: I used to be into it big tijne. I pretty much got

everything I wanted or was driven out by the high prices.

I never really liked to pay high prices. When I first

got involved with it, it was at a time where it was pretty

big and the prices were pretty high, I could just tape

sonething. Me and my friends could like just get together,

we would see sonething we liked and one of us would ]ust

get it. Then the other person would just tape it of them.

Wdw I think it is getting better because the prices seems

to be going dcwn. I wish now I was getting into xt again.

HW: Is the scene healthly in your area or do you live

far away fron anything?

HW! Actually, we live like twenty minutes frcm Phila-

delphia, We are within driving distance of anything that

is going on in N.J. W© are in a pretty good location,

like in the center of everything.

HW: Hew do you feel about the state of everything music

wise?

M- I think it is getting alot better. When I first got

into it, there was always like the big stxaight-edge

shows and then it sort of died out for a little bit,

I think the shows at the Catbage Collective are pretty

cool. They could give standing a little more energy.

It's pretty much beat, everyone sort of Just stands

around, Ttie last show people were playing checkers on

the floor and stuff tike that. They get good bands to

play- Sane of the shows in N.J., like at Middlesex, are

pretty qocd, The shows that Patrick, in Bordentown, I

think Are a good idea. He still trying to get gcod bands

tO COtte in.

HW: uhat aro you politics? Or do you have any?

M: That basically ranes down to on a personal level.
Like the area we live in, there are not tco many people
who are into hardcore in general. lt> try and find five
people with the same politics was pretty much inpoesible.

Speaking for myself, I straight-edge, vegetarian...but
I couldn't say that every one in the band would feel

the same way.

HW: So what are you favorite bands? What do you listen
to? mmmmu
M: Well, like NEUROSIS..,actually I have alot of the

same taste as you judging by what I have read in your

•zine. I like alot of the K stuff and Kill Rock Stars,

Sort of a mix of that stuff and older stuff like INFEST

and PHC.

HW: Where do you see yourself in five years?
i ^^—nnurrr"^^^*"1 J'"" "fm" "'"

Ms Hopefully...well, I start school starting next fall.

We are going to try and keep it together. In five years?

I guess I'll still see myself in school, which is pretty

scary and hcpefully still doing something with the band,

imM^m^mimriHmimiiiHiiBuiuumii!
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HW: What (to you do hobbies wiso? M: Big bike rider,

F" * olHMIH

HW: Yeah? So am I, What kind of bike do you have?

Dm

mr mini
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M: Right new I have an old Skyway mountain bike. I usually
use one of my friends Cannondales when I ride like
seriously, j«w up ui "inn i ir -l fl i*'

j;
Thw: Where do you ride?

_.__. Jlli llMir rn. * :. :rn i»

Hi The really cool thing about where we live is there s
a state park right down the street fron where we live.

nilWViilHUlH Tim niiiii
1
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hw: Damn, t wish I had, r have to ride In an urban, urban

area which means like instant death at like any tU».

Nw I know who I can send my bike magazines to.

"mm, ./niiiwiwr W*1k< IWIIUIWW'

M; The guitarist and I are really into it. We are planning

to go up to Vernont or sonething like that. Go camping

aid bring our bikes up.

'nntmnmiui^w^vimiuk Humril: mm »" »»
hw: That sounds pretty cool. I'm not a big camper,.tat.*.

I'm not really a big outdoors person, though when I m

on my bike I'm pretty outdoorsy.

IN: so do you have~any last camente?^

iihmuH , . I f

M: Well, so far, for like our first band, I'm really
happy with the way it's going because alot of people
have shown interest. I'd like to thank esp, you and TVxiy

Rettran and Patrick frcm Down But Not Out fanzine. The
response has been phenciainal. We would not have expected
this in a million years. I can't thank all of you enough,
wo never expected this. It's great.
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„I!T! THREE SUNG SCROU- may not be everybody s cup

of tea, but I dig than enough to be included here. They

are a swirl of noise, with a heavy UNtfXHD influence.

As they say, "Try it, you'll like itl"« Oh, yeah, did

I montico John and Dave were in MESEL? -DK
;

in Febuary at Cook College,
nifMMwm

HW: So hew did this gig get together?
,

mcHwt
MAR I: The gig? Oh, the band?
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JOHN: I guess we started playing right before we called

it quits with MEREL. It's Dave, the bassist frcm MEREL,

Audery.-.Dave wanted to start playing guitar, so we were
faced with the dilemia of finding a bassist. At first

I wanted to keep the hand small, just three people, but

of course we needed a bass player. Then I ran into Hari

at a show. I kinda knew her frcm before and she told

me she wasn't ctaing anything and she was looking to play

in a band. After a while I called her...

'
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HW: Have you played bass for a while or is this your
irst band playing?

, HUI 1 1 hUI^H
|
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H: I had played bass with a band that never went anywhere

called YOUNG. We never played out but it was really fun.

The whole point of the band was for everyone to play

an instrument that we didn't know hew to play. ™rr
bm^^^mwi m,:.; 1 nipri-M^n- >,. m- \mm M 1

HW: Sort of likO FUZZBOX... M: I den't knew FUZZBOXl

AHHUIUUI1I1HIIHII IIUHTI « I
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J: I'm pretty indifferent to it. It's cone to a point
where people talk about each other so much that I think
it's pretty riduculous. I mean I've been going to alot

of these shews were none of these kids go and.,, it lust

dcesn't ratter anynore. That's what I'm trying to say,

liiiirniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

M: I think in N.J., we have so much potential to have
a really rad scene, I think that there is alot of
secularism. It just ktnda makes me sad. People aren't
that friendly at shows, everyone has their own friends
and that is not the point of it.

fliiHiiririnniiiiiiiiiiitturmunfiiiiiiHimtiiiHtijp

J: I just want to say, being all Italian helps the band
pretty much, (much laughter since 3/4 of the band is
Asian* > || 1

1

1

ilium 1 u 1 in "iiiiuijlliill

be alot of, "What's

HW: They were a band who would all switch instruments

cti stage, but their thing was they knew hew to play all

of than, fll^^^^HMummilLlltUJEiriUUinillHIIIIILJLIIILiaH./^^HL ^itllimm

M: well, we weren't proficent, tut we were having lots

of fun. I like the bass. I tried to play guitar, tut

the bass is really easy to pick up...easy to play.

HW: Why did you choose her to sing? Originally,

it was going to be a three-piece,

a male singer?

you said

so it would have boen

iiriiiflniuiiTPiHi
aim. but that didn't work. "

sound like

havo a tinge

fron alot of

J: I was going to try to sing, bat

I don't know southing Just scared me off abcut sing-

HW: Alot of people have been saying you

IMWDUND, What do you think about that?

IUHI UlltllirilinBII KlHHl U1IUM 1BUIMUI

M- Who said that?! ,IW: A few ?**•••«• V°u trYinq?

limmtiwimiiiy^

J: Yes, they wero very inspiring when I saw them, I think

that was cne of the reasons I wanted to start playing.

After MEREL broke up, I didn't know what 1 wanted to

do as far as music went. I thought I was going to stop

playing for a while. I saw the WWOND, they were very

inspirational. I think sore of our songs

of it, tut I think we are straying away

it. i
MMiiinMrnnirrriTrwr' —»»«»m^»»i»«—

m

M: We strayed away frcm the jangly stuff, now we
;

playing more melodic.

iiiiLlrll

ir it

iiimwujimBiMTiiiiiiHiiiiDiiiiiiiiW 1 1 11 1 nu 1
1

j

conparasions don't hurt, I really don't care.

wtni in i n niwmT 1
11—1 1 1 itititii n n n wmiir*—

" —"""»*""»

HW- It could be a gocd or bad thing. So what areycu

3ii*3ir*3 about? mmtiimiMUllllPIJdM^JWWaMUmwwiui^r-^-

j; Well, Marl's writing new so.,.

r»iLiLHiiiiiiHVMiii«i i —•**" iMjiiiiiiinniiNuaun hW-
M: Stuff, people, families, things that bother me, things

that make me happy. >—m » > w- *
|pi^*T|

l

J: I have yet to write lyrics.

JiW(M): You go to shows and there'll
that person doing there? 11 mmm
^^ntmhim itimuuuHwtmmm 1mhmi 1 1 II lllll

M; It's like you go to one show and you figure cut who
is friends with who arri that's seti

|Ninnmn ti 1 11 1 m it itmm wi»mh 11nnw 1 11iniinrnmiimniuun 1 itinmun« 1
II

J: Ttoday*s show is a pretty gcod exairple of what things
could be. The bands are so different. Esp. with DUAL
TANK (?) and I never really heard M3LESHOT, but fron
what I hear right now they are so different also. If
it keeps going on like this, I think the scene will be
gcod.

n

M: There are alot of different bands new. There
Imitation, That's good. Lots of creativity and

insipration.
-iiimniininniii

HW(M): People are a little more accepting of sounds that

they would have turned off after the first note.

Ill* HW: So do you guys collect records?

Illlii iiiiwwhJiunLBmwminrHTWii' :^tmm—^
J: I gave up a long time ago because I den't i'«

Z^JMIIIIlllill
M: Yeah. ..No. ..Yeah, I buy seme stuff I want to hear,

but I really dctt't buy too much punk stuff anymore

UfpiuudnunBiwmuinmnnn f i u m-mii nnumiti«B«

: J: I gave up en trying to collect all the different

I

colored vinyls of GORILLA BISCUITS and SIDE BY SIDE

I
HiimfffttimfimiiniflMiHM^nnmwiiimii

IW; I think everybody hasi

ir'l, |j.

.':!:
JtHnnnu

HW:

I
Yeah, just like in MEREL?

J: I've written sane in MEREt,!

HW: So you have written lyrics, just not in this band? •:;;,, e -;

*||pi '*-,. m mL^^mmwt'wJtWtm

; still have those records though...

KW: You should get rid of them, I did.
IWI'illMlllll1llllllllWi«liMimiMimi*»tft^uiMfi. l L

HW(M): As did I* Are you going to try and put sonething

out, do sane recording? Or are you going to wait until

you have been a band awhile?

LJWIfll
,

HW: No? Why not?

" ,.!.. "

+
' 1

IJ: e«>l

.
HHim—IIIMM

M: Well, we have to get curselves together and get a

little tighter. We have alot of potenial, we just no

*s*jmiiB
Hltf(M): How is the feeling in the band right now? Do you

go to practice and feel like you want to just stay there

forever? Or is it kinda of like everybody just looking

at their watches? *•-(-""

j; Yeah. HW: So hhnrnn....Matt... Matt ask seme questions.

!i '^UlL r
' 'Willi I. wwrnm^* *^™-—^* -*-

MATT: I was trying to think of questions to ask but I'm
not caiuiuj up with anything. Dd you have trouble playing
an instrument and singing at the same time?^
*-inw iuihi ^nniTTiwni^^^Biiifi" —
H: Yoah, because I could have one melody in my head,
then be singing a different one. It was all off tijne.

With bass. It was pretty autanatic. I concentrate more
new. ,,:

HW(M):
Do you
see?

TBBTTt: 1 have a short attention span. After about an hou^
we are all sitting on the ground...

J: 1 totally like beir*3 in the band with everybody

arti that's cne of the most iirportant things.

What do you think of the shows in N.J. right new?

go to shows and are you happy with what you guys

IIW: So do you guys have any last messages for the world?

1 u mnttM«m itmumnMfin piuuwi i i f 1 n ti 1 \ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1un 1 n mi 1 ititm uiHlin
II

J: I might take up luge, ffl Hi [

(The conversation thus really degenerates into Just

crazy conversation, so I'll leave it at that. ..plus

flcmethlrKf just han>ened to the tape it died!)

^arsdaJe/ n^ \
C/o Mari F^J^ta 45 Popham Rd,#4J



Cm\ Jan, 8th, Charles, tuo guys named Chris and
[ braved the extreme winter evening to travel to Tintcci
Falls, N.J.. The "victory" tour was making a stop at
Josh Grabelle's house and curiosity cjot the best of us.
The bands that played were UNDERTOW, STRIFE, SNAPCASE
and EARTH CRISIS (Maybe seme other bands played tut I

can't reranber,). I didn't see any of the bands because
a) I really could care less and b) because the small
basement was so packed you couldn't breathe let alone
see anything. So since I didn't see any of the bands
I can at least relate a couple of things that happened
that evening. Chris Kelly, a local straight-edge
scenester, was selling PROJECT X shirts that he screened
himself. They are pretty much true to the originals aiti
look good. Anyway, Krishna convert and ex-WOLFPACK singer,
Steve Reckly, confronted him saying that he was "ripping"
Porcell off by doing this. He was getting quite hostile,
I couldn't believe it. Mr. Reddy sorry to break the news
to you, but Kircell "ripped" off hundreds of kids,
relieving them of hard-earned dollars, by not sending
them their PROJECT X shirts (and/or JUDGE 7"s, etc.).
He just took the noney and ran off with it. It figures
that he wculd Join the Krlshnas to further RIP off people.
My point is that bootlegging shirts that kids never got
in the first place, is justified in this case. By the
way, wasn't that* SSD shirt you wore in the YOLmi OF TCOAY
video a bootleg? I knew the person who made it and I'm
sure you didn't chastise him for "rippirg" off SSD,

Shews at Cook Gollege havo been heating up big
time. Feb. 22 was STICKS AMD S1CNES, H0LES1K7T and a new
ccmbo formed by a couple of NATIVE NCDers and Greg from
MEREL. They weren't too hot in my book. Watched for a
Little while, but couldn't get a handle on thesn. The

| singer was reading the lyrics off a piece of paper for
[fj?~ chrissakesJ IK3LESHOT were extremely geed for the short

cp=^-E pericd of time I caught them. They did a cover of "Can't

f^ Decide" by BLACK FLAG that had to be heard to be believed,
1 (Even though I doubt nost of the crc*d there knew who
^ BIACK FLAG were! ) H0LESH7T play good hardcore period.

Didn't catch much of STICKS AND STONES, I was
busy talking to a couple o£ people. I've seen them a
billion times, they sounded their usual great selves.
The Cook Cafe (where the stows take place) is a real
cool place to catch a band. The shows are free, take
place about every three weeks (during the Sept.- June
schcol year) and usually feature a variety of bands.
Rob does a good job getting this together. Also, there
is a place to get food and snacks, a game rocm (where
I got into a ccol coversaticm about pinball machines!)
and spacious areas to just hang out. I go no matter what
bands are playing, it's the place to be.

The second thing that happened that evening was
a verbal confrecitation between EARTH CRISIS'S Karl and
RADIO RIOT's Mat Gard. Let me explain hew this all
started. Mat wrote how he felt about EARTH CRISIS'S

politics in his irost excellent one-page -zina RADIO RIOT.
He basically said "vegan nazi stance". A girl that was
there started to talk to Mat about it. She got miffed
and eventually word got to Karl about the piece. He
started to talk to Mat and asked he remDve the uord "nazi"
fran every remaining RADIO RIOT (?) Mat eventually
apologized for using that particular word, but said he
still feels the same way. The real funny thing was when
Karl was explaining himself and EARTH CRISIS. Ho shewed

Mat the lyric sheet of their 7". Mien Mat pointed out

a line that sounded considerably violent, Karl said,

"Don't you understand that we are in a cefflbat situation?"

With that said, contained with the glazed look on his
face, I knew then this kid was full of it. "I^xdc and
load", I told Mat later. I didn't want to jutp in at

the time because Mat doesn't like people speaking for

him (and the fact it was sane kid's hc*ise, we didn't
want it to get ugly. I would probably just yell anyway,

)

but I want to put my two cents in now. Being vegan is

quite fine (and admirable if you can stick with it.)

but what EARTH CRISIS doesn't understand is that they

are just another flavor -of -the-month band. Their audeince

is mostly white suburban fashion plates who dig whatever

is popular at the ranent, 99% of all these "Militant

Vegans" will not be around in two years. It's just a

fucking fact, (took at what happened to all the

straight -egde kids. Where are they new?) Face it, alot

of people like you because you play heavy music, have

a bad ass attitude and maybe nice looking shirts.

Eventually, your "Vegan" fans will want scene chocolate

chip cookies and that will be the end of it...»—^Wi li—
Besides that the show passed without event. It

was over-crowded, too many fashion plates and dull. Josh's
house will probably be better to go to in the warmer
months so yew can go out and strecth your legs. (It was
quite cold and ice-covered outside). Next...

Jan 22nd was a show everyone I knew was waiting
to sink their teeth into. It was in Bardentown, N,J,
(near Trenton) at a VFU hall. How fucking hardcore is
that II The line-up was: LIFETIME, CHAIN TO THREAD,
DEADGUY, THREE SUNG SCROLLS and A NATICW IN TRANSIT,
Charles and I brought everything we had to sell for this
show (and I brought like JO cans of soup for the soup
kicthenl}. He got there a little late, in the micUle
of A NATION IN TRANSIT'S set- I caught very little so
I can't say anything about them. THREE StMG SCROLLS was
up next. This is John and &ave frcm MEREL's new thins
with Hari firm DALAN FAIRCHILD on vocals/bass and a girl
on drums who I have seen before but don't know. For a
first show it was pretty good, but you could not hear
the vocals. A couple of people say they arc going for
that LWWXWD sound. That's not a bad thing.

March 10th thru the 14th was a four day show
fest at four different locales! Supposivoly, every worked
their shows around the others so that there would be
no conflicts and scmothing to do everyday on the first
weekend of spring break, Marks out pretty well. On the
1 0th, it was back to Cook College to check DEADGUY out
again. Ttiey have added Keith (ex-RQRSCHACH) on second
guitar, DEACOJY are steadly improving and reworking their
sound and are going to turn into a powerhouse. More bands
played but hcneatly I didn't see them.

March 11th was the first Middlesex show in a
long time. The line-up this time was CHAIN TO THREAD,
KURRJAW, GUX> GIRLS and 10ft (There was one other band
that played but I can't remember the name at the mement,)
Charles, Will and I had a three table long record and
'zine thing going out in the hall tut close enough to
get a glimpse of what was going en in the main auditorium.
CHAIN TO THREAD was playing the first of three shows
this weekend and I think Ttany wishes this one back. Frcm
the first three chords, you could tell that this wasn't
going to be their night. A mess to say the least. After
the first song and a half, I walked back to table. Afcout

30 seconds after that, there's TOny walking down the
hall, tend still playing. New out of the hundreds of
shows that I have been present at in my hardcore carrer,
I never once ever saw a band just give up. This was a
first for me. It was just a case of a great band who
had a bad night.

A couple other hands played but I wasn't too
interested. There was alot of activity at our tables
and I caught up with plenty of friends. Saneone was very
brave becking the GLOO GHO£ for a show like this. There
are a pretty popular N.Y.C. club band with a penchant
for sparkling dresses and large beehive hairdos. They
play styles which are like a hcroage to musicial eras
past. I had their 1st single ard decided to check thetn
out. I really didn't get into them. I just don't dig
girmiicks band all to much. Alot of people did have fun
though.

Lastly, 108 came ctw Now I knew they are the
bluest krishna band besides SHELTER ard I now know why.
Musically, they really cater to the audience. I never
really heard their music before araj was surprised when
it was just run of the mill metallic nosh core. I was
even more surprised when there was kick boxing going
on, I was told a friend confronted Rob but didn't hear
the whole story. 108 just plain suck! All in all, another
fun show at Mitkllesex!

bEADGUY were next. Like I said in the last issue,
this is Tim Singer's <ex-NO ESCAPE) new band. They were
better than the last time, very heavy and together. Look
for a new tape soon. The band it seaned everybody was
waiting to see, CHAIN TO THREAD took the floor and were
exceptional. I forsee great things in this banc's future,
Ttie SWIZ cemparsions were not only in the music, but
in Ttmy's singing style also. Great. Hopefully, everyone
will get to see them.

I missed most of LITOTIME's set while I conducted
business, but for acme reaecn they were pretty good this
time, A few non-fans agreed with me. Maybe it was because
I was on a high frcrn such a good time, Pat and Rich frcm
town But Not Out fanzine put this together and hats off
to them. This was a great show, lots of pecple, no fights
or attitudes, etc., Will definitely support future shows
at this place and you should too.

Didn t really get to any shows until April 20th,
At Jon Hiltz's, DEAEGUY, LIFETIME and DOC HOPPER playad
to a really sirall crovd. DEAEGUY were their usual great
selvos. They just get more loud with every show. Their
7" just came out so they were happy. Ftor some reason,
I'm starting to think LIFETIME are pretty good. They
are just caning off well as of late. I'll probably check
out the new record. We left before CCC HOPPER but it
seems they are popular with this crowd. An actual good
night at the Hiltz basement.

Two days later, Brett and I headed out to Oiatham
for a big show at a church. Again we got lost. There
are no signs to get off 24W guys! It was SHIFT, 108,
GREYHCOSE and ONE BY ONE. DROP DEAD were supposed to
play but their van broke dewn. CWE BY ONE fran Erajland
were here {the van they were using earlier in the week
also broke down) so they graciously filled in for then.
By far, CNE BY CWE were the highlight of the night. If
you heard the 7", then you already know that they play
seme good thrash/hardcore with dual female/male vocals.
Alot of people there seemed to get into them (which was
a surprise)

.

cares?
On Fdb. 13th, HCOVEP played Jon Hiltz's. Who

GREYHCOSE really seem to change musical styles
ff^ with what is popular at the iranent. This time it was
W~== total UNMXJND. Ooch, their was also a T.V. to entertain—^ us with, I was hoping sanecue decided to kick box the
r^^ t.v, so we wouldn't have to watch it at Jon's anynore.
|p SltlFT are QUICKSAND, boring. Thus, I had to sit through
r^TOS once again, vorse than the last time. METAL. Dull.
^ Inane. Well, the show wasn't a total lost with CWE BY
CWE. At least people got a taste of what's outside the

and that's a good thing.

1-22-94 A NATION IN TRANSIT, THREE SUNG SCROLL, DEACOJY,

CHAIN TO THREAD and LIFETIME Bordentcwn VTO hail

These are the kind of shows I love to go to] A gcod,

old-fashioned hall show. A NATION IN TRANSIT were, well

young. Not that that's bad. They played fast and basic

hardcore with a lot of rocm for iirprovement . THREE SUNG
SCTCJLL played music for the Sassy-reading-type-people

with piercings in stupid parts of their bodies. Bad,

bad, bad. Real bad. The bands I wanted to see were up
next: DEAEGUY arc* CHAIN TO THREAD, and both were awescmeJ

DEADGUY play a mondernish BLAST! type slightly noisy
hardcore. And CHAIN TO THREAD were just damn gocd,

although their set was pretty short. I left during
LIFETIME for about the tenth tijne. Thanks to the Dcwn

But Not Cut guys for pitting on a great show, -BRETT

2-13-94 Double show review! II! J I ( J 1! II! (! Jl

The night started out ordinary enough. I went to
Hiltz's to see the usual: gas station jackets arc! pier-
cings, you knew the usual. (COVER, THREE SUNG SCROLL
and a another band was playing. Not really my favorite
bill tut I wanted to hang cut and see my friends and
stuff. Then Geoff lets me know that the CRO-MAGS are
playing at Studio Oie (YuckJ) in Newark (Eoublo yuckll

)

for $13 (Ch not). Not only that tut Joseph was going
to sing and Mackie's playing drums i Now my interest was
grcwing. I looked around and saw a lot of people sitting
on the floor and that pretty much clinched it, we were
off to Newark. So we paid our $13 to get in to that hell-
hole of a metal club and met up with Mat Gard, Pat DBNO,
Dan Hornacker and sane other guys. Wo all agreed if w
came out of this with a black eye the night would be
a success. By this time I was getting punned up, I needed
sane hardcore, stagediving, a pit, anythu*j but HOOVER!
At about midnight, VISICN went on, Tta tell you the truth,
I didn't even know they were still together.

They played afcout a half hour with the set being
interrupted by a scuffle between seme HUGE guy and a
certain fanzine editor frcm the Bronx. After that, VISICW
finished uo with "Falling Apart 11

, It didn't really matter
anyway, it was ail preliminary for the destruction to
follow. John Joseph is the king of all hardcore singers.
He never stops raving, has a great voice, everything.
The GRO-MAGS opened with a song I didn't know, which
must be off "Best Wishes" or "Alpha Onega". After that
Jraeph liad seme camients for everyone, K> paraphrase,
"Yo, I saw sc*ne shit going ot before and if 1 see another
fight, I'll be the first motherfucker in there! And I

knew you've all got my back, right? 11 Needless to say,
there were no nore fights.

They then blasted into "World Peace" straight into
"Malfunction" | the place went nuts and everyccie was having
a good time. I can't remefliber the last time I got this
involved in a bands set. They played "Show You No Mercy",
"Sign Of The Times", "Don't Tread On Me" and "we Gotta
Knsw" back-to-back; I They did a few other old ones, seme
newer ones and closed the set w/"Hard Times"! All I've
got to say is the night was a TOTAL success because after
the dust cleared my elbow hurt, my hip was smashed in,
I couldn't speak and could hardly walk. What a showj
I'll tell you the only people who were on the floor at
the CRO-MAGS show were the people who got knocked out!
I need more hardcore shows J » -BRETT

2-25-94 BDLESHOT, STICKS AND STONES Cook College

Another shew at Rutgers, this place is cool to go
to, has a good cafeteria and is free. The sound,
unfortunately, is horrible and the people are lame. I

didn't watch the first band for more than two minutes.
It's twD guys frcm NATIVE NCO and Greg fran MEREL. I
didn't catch their name either. I have no tolerance left
for that slow, boring "Sassy" music. ItttESHOT played
their usual gcod set full of songs frcm their 7" as well
as their BIACK FLAG cover. I didn't watch STICKS AMI
STONES because I was out in the hall pretending BREAKCOW
were playing. They sounded goad though. "Hey, is that
a new piercing?" '*Wbw manl The new HOOVER fuckin* ripsl"
Quotes of the night, I swear. -BRETT

2-26-94 Crust fest at ABC

Going to this show was the biggest mistake I've made
in a long, long time. I haven't been in the city for
a long time and I let Sean talk me into going to ABC
to see DEFORMED aWSCIENCE and HELLKRUSHER, I dcn't really
like those bands but what the hell. First of all, it
was freezing. And when it's that cold I automatically
get in a bad mood. ABC only made it worse. What a fuckinj
nightmare! I want to kill every crustie I see. I endured
it for about an hour; didn't watch either of the two
bands that played while I was there. When I heard two
fuck-ups talking about crack, I fucking lost it, I had
to leave* If I was dying of a disease I wautd cover myself
with TOT and blow that place up during one of these shews.
FUCK YOU, cmsties. You think you are doing scmething
constructive, bit you are just a bunch of losers. -BREttT

3-10-94 DEACGUY Cook College

I didn't watch the first two bards, I don't even
know what their names were. Apparently, word of these
free shews is spreading because there was a lot of pecple
here. DEAEGUY have added Keith Huckins (ex- RORSCHACH J

as their new second guitarist. He gave the band a good
punch. The guitar is nore prcminent than their other
shows. All around they were nore energetic than before,

I can see a good future for DEACGUY. -BRETT



3-23-94 NEW BCWB TURKS Brownies NYC

Showed up just in time for the NEW KMB TURKS set.

this place is small, smokey, hot and in a bad
neighborhood* I'll try not to go there again. Anyhow,
the NEW BOffl TURKS played a decent set, I was expecting
better though. They played seme songs off the alburn and
a Lot of newer, slower ones (not gcod). It was pretty
damn hot in there tut not enough to take a 15 minute
break (?) in the middle of the set* Oh well. Thanks to
diaries for driving us back to Hctoken and sparing me
the hell of walking back to the PATH. -BRETT

3-24-94 SLEEPER, JAWBREAKER Maxwell*

s

Ch, oh. A sold out shew at Maxwell's, that could

only mean bad things. Watched about three SLEEPER songs,

they were really loud. Also, they got a new singer (guy

frcm STAND UP <?)). They're a pretty solid act, but I

just wasn't in the rood tonight. JAWBREAKHt played a
geed set tonight. I haven't seen than since July so I

was iookiivi forward to it. They opened with a new song

**I Love You So Much It's Killing Us Both" (How corny!)

Anyway, they played for a gocd hour, which included "Ash-

tray Itanumen", "Boxcar", "Bivouac", "Want" and

unfortunately "Outpatient", JAWBEAKER were good,
definitely *orth the five dollars, but of course the

idiots were out in full force, -BRETT

3*25-94 NEW BCMB TURKS Maxwell's

They were a lot better than they were on Wednesday

but who cares? You know why? My fucking car got towed!

TCwed frcm a spot I've parked in dozens of timesi This
royally sucked my ass. I had to deal with a fat -shit

meter maid and a dick-head cop, I had to pay $75 fucking
dollars to get my car back, plus a $23 ticket. This show
sucked!! FUck HctookenJ -BRETT

3-26-94 JAWBREAKER ABC No Rio

Cnce again my better instincts were taken advantage

of. Why am I at ABC? I was coerced 1 Actually it wasn't

nearly as bad as I expected. Where were the crusties?

There must have been a substance abuse convention that

day. Anyhcw I only watched half of JAWBREAKER because
the sound was so bad, but they seemed good anyway. The
place was packed ard everybody was doing the o) ' pogo,

only after Blake asked them to. How sad. T had a good

time just talking with people, which is how it should

be. -BRETT

photo; Justine DeMetrick
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4-8-94 SPITOOY at Cook College

The first three bands (ICONOCLAST, POICY OP 3 ard
CITIZfW FISH) didn't really interest me ao I just hung
out ard talked to friends, interviewed SPITB3Y (very
interesting) and tried to pass tljne. SPITBOY were better,

I thought, than they were at Hiltz's house the previous
Monday, but it was still just a bit too crowded and the
sound wasn't too gcod. Ch well. Last Rutgers show until

next year, I lope I didn't get the measles* -BRETT

4-17-94 LORDED, 108, INTO ANOTHER at City Gardens, Trentcu

Tills was a "spur of the moment" type thing. Got in

for free (thanks Rob.) just in time to hear UttDftD, which

is comprised of Saimy (VO/TH OF TCOAY, SICE BY SIDE,

PX, etc..,) Alex (PRESSURE RELEASE, BURN), Ian (BURN)

and sane other guy I don't knew. They sounded like PEARL
JAM. What should I expect? 10B were alright, crowds
scmotimes spoil things. INTO ANOTHER? No. I want to see

Richie stemping, not singir^ like Rob Halford. Oh well,

-BRETT
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3/8/94 LDIS, THE SPINANES J.C, Cotbs, Philadelphia, PA

Every once in a while, I like to leave the

hardcore scene far behind and attend a shew where the

bands actually turn their instruments (town c*i purpose

and have, gasp, ferule mentoersl Maybe it's Just me, tut

I grew tired of always seeing white men perform

"underground" music. Anyway, first up was LOIS. I'd heard
a lot of good things about this band, so I felt really

bad when I arrived well into their set. I am not too

famllar with their music, but frcm what I heard they

sounded excellent, I made a premise to myself to check

out ail their recordings. Next up was the SPINANES. rtow

by this time the* club is pretty packed. At this point

I must tell you I have mixed feelings about J.C. Dofcbs.

It's a small, Intimate club, and this is both a plus

arrf a hindrance, it's cool to see a band in a small

settinj, yet if the band can draw at all then the place

is craitped ai*i downright uncomfortable. Ard to (rake

matters worse, the people attending this show were quite

rude* I don't think I've ever been elbowed or pushed

nure at a show tn my life. One college rocker (you know

the type- hip leather jacket, cool flannel, cigarette

and way too much make-up) actually pushed me out of the

spot I was standing in so she could stand there. These

people rrake your average hardcore kid lcok like a well-

mannered school child. Finally, the SPINANES cam en.

T don't understand why it takes a t^o-piece so long to

set up, but they were worth the wait. I had seen the

SPINANES cmce before in a large auditorium and I wasn't

impressed, I don't think their sound was meant for large

spaces, and they sounded much better in the smaller J.C,

Cotes. They played a vast selection of songs frcm their

singles and fran their beautiful Sub-Pep release, "Nance',

The superior sound system made their stripped-down style

of pap sound so amazingly full. They were received by

the croud, and what a crowd it was: an odd mix of punks,

flannel types and even jocks in their varsity jackets.

I thought It was pretty cool that so many different peopie|

could appreciate the SPINANES's music. If only someone

could teach them sane manners. Overall, an excellent

show and a great remitter that their is irore to the world

of underground music than hardcore -Mike Carrire
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SPITBOY are one of our favorite bands. Unfortunately,
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I only had a half hour to get it done and by the time !'; '| if'?$$•%» ' ;'
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I got the whole band together (With SPITBOY it's all'f#KS
:
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There is so much more I wanted to talk about (Pornography,

body piercing, etc..) maybe next time. I also missed

every show they played out here, alas. New 7" is out
r'y^»<:!

' on Allied. -Dave K.
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SPITBOY INTERVIEW april 7th 1994

HW: This is going back a bit, our first question is are

you happy with the recording of your &P' £he 1 U3t said

we dissed your record. Are yew happy with the way it
came out and was presented?

TCCO: I'm really haf*iy with it, all the hard work we
put into it. I think it's great when people like it,

but to tell you the truth, I don't care when people don't

like us. Or if people give us a bad review* I'm totally

not going to make a stink about it because it's a total

matter of opinion. Soneone else's perspective. Sane may

like us, seme pecple may not. It'a matter of taste. Sane
may want to talk to us about what we are singing about,

if they have a disagreement with it, that's cool. Camajni-

catlrer ideas tut if saneone doesn't like the music then...

ADRI&HE: You can't really do much about that. At least

I'm just trying to carmunicate and express myself. If
scniecra doesn't like the way I'm choosing to do it or
what I'm choosing to express or how to express it, then

fine, alien they can go and express themselves a totally

different way.

TCCO: I'm not going to get bent out of shape over one

review.

KAREN: I think for me... like we did all the artwork

ourselves and that was like my emphasis in like where
the focus was. Ttie music had been dene prior to it, cxming

up with the songs, doing the songs and recording the

songs. There was such an emphasis on how we were going

to represent what we were doing and hw> we are doing

it. That is what I feel totally aweacme about.

NIKKI: Oh, I think the question was more about the sound

quality of the record maybe?

HW: Yeah, basically...

HW (BRETT): Vte weren't saying the music itself, it seems

the effort you put into the music is about half of what

you put into the cover

HW: Most Ebullition records sound weak.

KARtM; On the same note, there are sane bands I can
a^prieciate en vinyl like, "Oh my god, I got to go see
this fcardl" and then I'll see them, and I'll never touch
their record again because I'll think they are so dorky
or shitty, whatever. That's happened to me! That makes
me feel alot worse than apprieciaing sanething for what
it is en vinyl, Then there's like seeing something and
it's bigger than Life you know? That to me is like the
ulimate experience.

HW: So how's the tour going so far?

KAREN: fQiickly) Great. So what else?

ADPIEWE: Karen J

HW; ...the '94 tour.

ADRIENNE: It's been great. We have been playing saw
really good shews, with sane really nice bands. Everycne's

been really supportive, the shows have teen smaller and
that's cool because I feel in more contact with the

people.

KAREN: And I'm always excited because we can always find
the vegans.

HW: So did you break up at one point? Was that a ruror?

TCCO: If It was a runor, it never happened.

ADRIEWNE: We fc*ind this pretty lady.

HW: I was going to ask about the new perscn in the band*

NIKKI; I'm Nikki.

HW: So how did all this happen?

NIKKI: O.K. I was playing in another band and Adrienne

came up to two good friends of mine, then they came over
to my house and she talked to me afterwards. She was

excited. We just clicked y'knew, started talking, invited

me over to their practice. Me kind of jairmed on sane

things and it was really fun.

TCOD: We don't capitalize on the "all-girl" part of it.

HW: Well, I wasn't saying...

TODD: No, that is what I'm saying. That's the difference.

ADRIH*IE: I think to me that's been Important to say
this is what we are doing as people. What we are trying
to do. We are trying to catmunlcate these ideas. Seme
of than are about gender issues, tut there are alot of
other things that we feel important that we also speak
about. Tto me it's never been like, "Yoi We are all women]
All girls! We are part of the Riot Grrl thing or this
thing". Like jimp on the bandwagon let's 90. We have
been doing our own thing.

TODD: I think we sound different than frost of those bands.
I'm sure I haven't heard every single band that contains
only wanen, so I don't want to be totally, y'knew.

KAREN: I think we went through sane really, really, soul
searching questions when Paula decided not to be in the
band any longer, Ihey were questions like, "Do we want
to play with men?" or "Mould that be an option?". We
definitely decided it would be to a certain extent but
it was always a matter of finding the right person. I

think that is a really important thing to emphasize.
That we weren't solely focusing on a female.

ADRIENNE: Actually, admit it, Nikki. You're a man.

NIKKI: I am.

ACfUENNE: I can't believe Hardware fanzine is interviewing
us.

HW: lias anybody ccnie up to you and say they started a
band because of SPITBOY?

ADRIE3SNE: TVo days ago, seme one told me they started
a famine because of us. Seme one in touisville, Ken-
tucky. We have seen people with SPITBOY tattoos, too.

KARIN: It's crazy!

HIV {BRETT): But do you have one yourself?

TOEO and KARIN: NO! (laughter)

MORAL CASUALTY
Ai young children,

Wn nil for through on inqtiiubun

AI the hjwas of *dulta

And muluio thu Uttefftuffonfupaf *sw uld^iv

Our uinoccna? 1* vtolited

to wu ate tlrtopad of ail wUumtrol
Forc+frd ndtfs* Force Zed mor«l*
Fore* fad le*tonfli Fort* fori It**

At yoww *Julttt

Wc Humble through futile attompte ti rebellion

Trying tobr*ik lm of th* hindi o* *dulti

Who ptfrpehuic a lysicm
Of yMlthfial cmlavement

Force fed twxuatitVv

Force tod druft*

Force ltd conformity,

Force Ivd lie*

AnAdulta,

We ore lulled by dull vmora
Of l< iujiit'v* ttupHm future

A fteuthlrift hatred ftrow*
car the Loo* ol the irtnotuncL* th j| wa* 10m m**y

Swalk* toWft Iheir Ensure.

Swallowing iMr ruto
WjJtowing ihcu mcnalu
Swallowing their lie*

tying hclplcu in 4 cnb
U when the miwry beppr

Thctr kai>di4re vi i.-m..; at yourmouth
And ahovinjj uicrir morals rightm

In your contunon you iry to atk yourwif
Where daw II start* When doetit «id?

Agalitfil your Will

You'll I'wui yourwti
With your hands. top, tongu* tl«d

And ro vou learn at an early age

TTiai aelf-control** not Mxnritiinv

In your dentiny
You find you're much too young

To**prew yuui rage

'caut*you'raa child in amb
And you'ie Unnrmy pity

Silting horwlowly at whcol
Is when tne rnlvciy begini

Tnair Icaanna Irving at your brain

And thoving Iheii mornb rcght in

Every ungEe page a* the levtbook you turn

I* another page preaching

Of the inoials |xm mutt learn

Your longforgolicn rago win begin

To boil deep below
And what wan once hidden

Will suddenly explode
And you will live tne day

When your handiare untied

Your It** areunbound
And you're :iwiy to hj$frt

With your tongue quewiomng
Evcryllurg that you*ee

A* you vumit up the remain* ol th« moraltly

'
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TCCO: Believe me, we put alot of effort into recording
the record. Don't say we didn't put alot of effort into
the recording of the record. We put alot into it. If
it didn't care out because of the enginenner or fcecasue
of the pressing and mastering, that's scneone elses
business. We... WE when we were in there, fucking totally
put our all into it. It wasn't a matter of us, it was
the pressing or maybe it just wasn't recorded that great.
Maybo the recording style isn't scroething that you guys
are into or whatever. It's cool, sane people like it.
Overall, I'm happy with it, I think everytlme you record
you listen to it a few months later and go, "Gosh, I
wish I would have done that or this". But that always
hardens, you can never be 100% happy when you are recoring
ever*

ACKIETOIE: I think it's really rare that with most
recordings that bands can get onto vinyl with what they
have live. It's so ijnpoosible. I can appreciate aanebody's
vinyl and then I see them live and it's a ccmpletely
different experience. I still appreciate the vinyl. It's
really hard to capture that erotic*), intensity and feeling
that you go through the mement you are playing live.
You got to put it onto a recording and it's got to cone
out scroeone's speakers and touch people in the same way.
I listened to the recording ard I'm really happy with
it. As long as you can hear the bass, guitar, drums and
vocals, to me that's what is important. If everything
is hear are! everyone's energy is in it, that's ijnportant.

I'm not one to be picky.

ADRIE1NNE; It was really cool because I remember oOTinj
to meet you and going, "Oh my goeh, I met this wanan.
Site feels right, I don't know what it is. I saw her play,
I really don't know what she's about, but sanethiiag just
feels right." It was only a premonition, tut I was right.

TOCO: The thing about the break-up which was not ever
true. The time people think we were aliegdedly broken
up, we were actually practicing three days a week with
Paula, We practiced the last three songs we recorded
and went into the studio. And Nikki... there was at one
point where we had two bass players. Paula in the studio
and we also practiced with Nikki a couple of times. It
was a really sncoth transition and it was hard. A big
heartbreak to lose Paula.

KAREN: Very emotional...

im ]:: Because we were so close for like three years.
She has carpal tunnel syndrome and that can't be helped.
We were up in arms for a long time because we weren't
sure what was going to happen. It wasn't like we were
looking for a wcnian and couldn't find one, we just
couldn't find the right person. We weren't sure what
wo were going to do.

HW: How do you think your band differs frcm the slew
of all these ali-girl bands that have been ocming cut
in the past couple of years? As soon as they ccme out,
they are like popular.

ADRIETWE: I have frcm the T2" that wanan design thing,

but I had that fcefore the album.

HW: Ttoat a good lead-in for the next question. Who in

the band has the most tattoos?

ADRIENJE: ME! (thus jumps up and down)

TOCO: She only has two though.

ADRIHNE: Ct\ my gcd, I have eight!! One tcok three nonths

to get. And she got a new one,

TCCO: I got three. But let's not talk about hew many...

HW: You see about four years ago that wDuld be a question

to ask like any N.Y. hardcore band. (Laughter) O.K.

Adrienne, how did you hook up with the thing in Maximum

Reck N Roll?



ISOLATION BURNS
li bum* - tnsed* of me; Inalda o* ma
Diatandng - moving further away

The burn or IwUtlon begin* my mind** decay

1 can'i understand

Th« working* of my own mind
Meaning behind my action* I cannot find

No on* understand* the thing* tlut J uy
Noone teemt to we a» I *Urt to bum away

Dutanong - moving further away
The burn ol notation ongiro my mind'* decay

Dttconnected lot* gnp on reality

The burn of isolation deatroya my aanlty

My drugs do not provide a way
To deal with the pain

Your anna holding me at night

Couldn't begin tocontain

Thn burnod-oul ahcli that I have become

Aa my isolation and I slowly turn Into one

Life ***m* to be j ample matterof survival

A day-hniay cvlatenoe ta all that la capable

Charred remain* ol thi* life

Seem to hypnotiw mc
A* 1 end me the pam o* thi* bum ineldeof me

Scratch beamih the surface

Oi the blacfcneaa you see

My 1 . i i i remain* aren't mycornplHe reoitv

rilvtrurtle and light

Unbl Ihlft depression la gone

Leave behind thi * pain

And face being on my own

RIGHT
The 4uflocation hat nogun

My word*, lo« in rbeihufflo

Uke rho paperwork

ol Ihtfbuieauaacv involved
But ti** my body

Give rnemv body
it'tmynjht; trsournght

Tocnooae
The gnp get* tighter and tighter

My words, muffled by power
Another polibcaJ decision

delineated from above, again

But it's my bodv
Cive rnemv body

It** mine

AIHIENNE: The column? Since 1965, I've known about MRR.
Ttiat's when I roved cut of my house. In 1985, (Laughter)
O.K. got kicked out. Didn't have any contacts, slowly
worked things out with Tim, like 5 years Later. About
six months or a year ago, I told Tim T wanted to volunteer
by doing ahitwork. Then I look through one of the issues
that I was working en and see this column stating that,
"We would like more women writing coluntis," So I call
up and say, "Hello Tim. I'm a wonan. I work on your
magazine, X*ve been typing for you forever ar*d I'd love
to write a rolumru" He was like sure, no problem.
But he doesn't like nry writing style, doesn't like the
things I write about. So he show me what you are goirKj
to do and we'll take it frcm there, we'll talk about
it. So I wrote the coluim about being kicked out £ran
the vegan potluck.

HW (Brett): I liked that by the way,

TU»: Tttat was a big hit.

HW: Hiat was a good column.

HW (Brett): Alot of people r know don't bother to read
the coluims, but everybody seemed to be down with it.

Afcout time scmeone said something afcout it.

HW: Besides the band, what do each of you do for like
a hottoiels)?

ADRIENNE: Karin kills people on bicycle rides.

TODD: Hobbies or...

HW: Anything not irusic-related.

TOCO: Ttiis is not my hobble, it's my job. I like it and
it's my biggest interest tesides work and SPITBOY it's
my job. I'm a pre-school teachaar. It's a hobble in one
sense, but it's a job. Something I have to do every day
to support myself and that aspect sucks. I'm not going
to work full-time and be a mechanical machine or zonbie
and hate my life I decided. I've been working with kids
for like 10 years, I love it.

KARIN: I've boon doing Haxinium stuff for like five years
and I have an awesane bicycle. I'm really into bike
riding, I like to camp out in Death Valley and take
friends out there for weekends, I go there all the time.

Also, I'm really into vegan cuisine, I love to cook.
Ix>ve books,

NIKKI: I like to paint, have been doing that for a lonj

time. Drawing was my first passion.

(BRETT, iiui arc) KAREN get into a disscusion about T.V.
while ADRIENNE tells me her hobbies,)

ADRIENNE: I do a magazine called Itoo Par, I voluntc
for MRR, I work at a organic supermarket, I like to go
lift weights and go running. I hang out with ji y best
friend Lars, 24-7, He's rad. I like to read classics.

(CHARLES HAQGIO stows up.)

HW: Do you have any recordings coning cut?

ADRIFNNE: We have a 7" coning out on Allied.

TOCO: It's the last two songs we recorded and wrote with
Paula. We all wrote sanething for it.

KAREN: And we put alot of time into It.,,

HW: We are supposed to remember that, Brott,

(Lots of laughter)

TCCD: Hie recording is just amazing)

HW (Brett); Do you have any more topics that you ever
think you are going to try and tackle that you have
already tackled?

EVERYBODY in SPITBOY: Yeahl of course.

TODD: Ttopics besides what?

IN YOUR FACE
:r* in your iace

It'a on vcur mind
CXit of your mouth
It'a what you say

The word* you choose

The way you Ihlnk

On the television - On your mind
On billboard* - On you/ mind
In rnagaiinea On your mind
(hetmagea. the pretty fates

lh« :-.-*, --iu.il COAH0I JtlOft*

Tho so*, ob|ccnftcata>n

The »e*Y Iho esrtailanon

WhtfaioMama?
Whom do we point the ringer at)

Sell sex, aesual connotation

Sell *cx> sexual exploitation

The image*, the pretty lace*

ScUm*
Dwi'i buv ll!

VIOLENT TONGUE
Dripping sweet tarcawn oos.es ul I your tongue

Dju£or* *Jumi from your mouth a* you inula

Once ulent opinion* existed only In your moid
Sarcasm has gained you confidence

Honesty or compliment*
Cannot over bo expressed

Honesty or com pitmen ta cannot ba expressed

Accused over-sensitive 1/ J protest

Aocuaod oversensitive if 1 defend

Accused oversensitive foe bein£ human
I am only human
We are only human
Ketpcct t* not apokon

In the houaa ol the W»ai tongue

Invcuritiea difrgui«od with wrcaam
fnbmkdaiion dl4|(ulaod by a ami la

But H makea you fcal ftood

poaVI you loot gond. don'i you leei strong?

IN TRADITION
I fcur to show I'm an individual
OnslJe \A being a woman

You fear to show me your personality
Outudo of tieinR a nun

Tju^ht to uphold Hie image
we hold up wall* :o oach other

Lmtled by gender, Umned by dehnitinn
Juat Kopil

I tlnd that 1 have been handed rule*
On how lo be j wcrnjn

You hnd that (here are nqid guideline*
On how tobo a man

Caught In a cycle at oppraaalon
So lucking hard to creak free

itaal^e Ihot iheto are individual choice*
And learn to challenge* ihe especuncm

Of what defines a woman
Of what detines a man



ACRIEWNE: TV3 me, I speak alot about ccmnunication. Tto

me, that's a big topic. Not just about men and wcmen
ccnmiinicating, but just people relating to each other.
We talk abcxit alot of people talking shit because that's
sonething that 13 burning me up. About people's expect^
ations, that's not about gender. I'd like to give you
a lyric sheet, so you can look cwtside at this one view
that you are seeing and see that there are other things
being discussed.

HW: I think Brett might have asked that is because there
are alot of bands out there whose songs might mean
specific things to themselves, tut you read the lyrics
and they moan absolutely nothing. They are so abstract.

KAMN: Seme sort of connection. Hiey wanted to this thing

ot teens arcJ how fendnism is being represented in the

'90s. They wanted saneone who had seme music perspective.

That is hew I got involved,

CHARLES: I was drinking water and when I saw you I spit

it out. (Laughter)

KAREN; I had this BORN AGAINST "Fuck You, Sir." fcutton

on and I kiirfa had it lust sort of there. Slightly hicMen

but not really. Ttien I took off sonething, and right

during the cormerical break, this guy canes by, to make

sure the mikes were right. He cones up to me and points

"You can't have that on the air." I was like "What! That's

my fcuttcmJ T have to wear it,"
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KARIN: I'm thinking of suicide today.

HW (Brett): Topics besides the "Oppressed Wcmen" thing.
*At this frcxnent, all hell breaks loose, screaming and
yelling between TCOD, KARQ) arrf BRETT ignites. BRETT
finishes after I calm everyone dewn.) I'm not saying
there is anything bad or wrong with it, or that nobody
wants to hear it, I'm saying is there any other topics
that you want to cover as a band?

UXO: I don't think that you have read our lyrics.

HW: (Brett): I have read your lyrics.

ADRIENNE: Our lyrics aren't like that...

HW; No, yours aren't, but you can understand what I'm
V saying.

ADRIEWNE: rt's like FUGAZI's lyrics. Please, I need a
dictionary to Guy's mind to understand what they are
atout.

KAREN: I think alot of tidies to I think that people hide
behind there lyrics. They are very vauge because they
don't want to be put on the spot, they cton't want to
cross a line. They don't want to have to stand for
sanethirtj.

HW; We are nore into lyrics that are cl
defined. Straight out.

cut and

HW (BftFJT): Let me )ust say cne (tore thin^, I think you
are all taking this too personally. You den't think we
support you. If we didn't like the things you had to
say as a band, we wouldn't be interviewir^ you.

TO»: It's just the way you said the 'V^pressed Itonen"
stuff.

HW: I try not to patronize anybody.

KAREN: You just came off really weird.

TCCO: I would Just like to say the son? that I have
written on the Lp, there is "Violent Song 1". It's about
ccrnmunication tut more abctit sarcasm that's used as a
form of camiunicatiOT. That people are playirxj it off
as 4

toH, I was just joking" tut really thoy were stattdng
you in the back. One of my favorite new songs is about
capital punishment, it's a much more personal arti for
me, ©notional view of the whole thing.

HW: Don't you think those shows are like a total waste

of time?

KAREN: Well, you see, I <ton't watch T.V. and den't knew
anything about Jerry Springer. Mien saneone asked ma
about Jerry Springer I was like, "Who's Jerry Springer? 1

It sounded like a great topic so that's why I did it.
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TODD: Because en the lp that you don't like the sound
of, there are several songs that are not about gender
issues.

HW (Brett): I didn't say I never listened to tlie record...

KARfW; Then you're pigeon-holing us...

HW (Brett): No I m not.

KAREN: You're pigeon-holing us because we are wcmen.

HW (Brett); fto, no...oh, god!

KAMN: Ycu think that we write about wanen's issues
because we are wcmenl

TCOD: What eta you think we are talking about?

HW: My ears are going to be like clogged after hearing
this again.

ADRIENNE: I appreciate that yaa want to &> this interview.
That's rad. If you are willing to put the tin© and energy
into transcribing this and asking the questions and
putting space in your magazine. Just having us in there,
that shows support. I think this interview was a little
heated at different times, but that's O.K. though. You
can put us on line, we can put you on line. That's
alright. But it's like I don't think you guys den't
support us. The fact you want to do this and came up
with questions that are articulate and interesting to
us and written them down, shows you are interested and
want to hear what we have to say.

HW: It takes alot to get in our fanzine.

(Grcans frcm the audience.. .O.K. so I have a big headt)

CHARLES: Stop this question if it was already asked.
It's serious, not corny.

ADRIQWE: No, we are rot involved with Riot Girll

v
11
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(It really starts getting heated, finally ADRIENNE breaks
in.)

CHARLES: No, no. Karen, tell us about the Jerry Springer
thing. How did it happen?

V

ADRIEWNE: I think that, in my personal opinion, that
the 7" has alot of gender related issues, r think you
look at the T2", read the lyrics and what they are about,
that there are alot of songs about gender issues, tut
then there are alot of songs that are about thirds
completely outside of gender issues. I could pick out
songs and go into detail about their meanings. I also
think if you look at the songs on canpilaticms, you* 11
see that those songs are not about gender issues. If
you look at the new 7", you see that those sodjs are
not about gender issues. And I also think as we keep
writing things that...what we keep expressing are going
to be things that are very personal to us and they may
or may not have to do with gender issues. I think that
our frustration about that question cones fron the fact
that so many times all we hear is, "Oh, SPITBOY only
writes about vonen and wemen's issues," because we are
four wcmen. I appreaciate you paienice listening to me
but it's ljnportant to me to make clear.

1XXO: Can I say sonething? I would like to say That people
have read into sorqs like "Isolation Burns" aixi "True
Self" in a "Oppressed weman" perspective. Otiose sotkjs
are completely not about that. I didn't write them,
ACHIENNE did, txjt I know. We have talked about this at
length. Those songs are not about that. Maybe even if
you were not alluding that, I would like to clear up
very much so that because we are uonen and because we
deal with and are very vocal A upfrait about wemen's
issues, people tend to pigeon-hole us. Just like Karen
said earlier. It's fmstrating, because I'd like to think
that I'm alot more well-rounded.

HW (Brett); Possibly, I worded the question wrong, but
I was asking you to name the things or topics that you
are trying to cover.

ADRIENNE: I think the question was..

HW (Brettt: O.K. I apologize...

KAREN; You dcoi't have to apologize, let's just name the
other issues that we talk about.

KARENl Ttidd and I were a part of this uonons group in
San Francisco. There was this wcmen involved who knew
the sister of the director...

TODD: Her sister worked for the director.
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As you can figure out by now, the Collector's Corner
no longer has trade lists. While this was a good idea,

it became to demanding and had taken up tec much space*

Instead, we are going to use this space for record
collecting related articles and news. We might announce

latest trades, great finds, etc... all sorts of things
that will interest the collector (and most anyone

interested in the music covered in this fanzine.), Ttiis

time though, we handed out scroe questionares abcut record

collecting and received a few back. Here are the answers.

-DK

DAVE: High prices on records are pointless, tut to an

extent do determine the value of a record. No matter

what we personally think, we all menticn dollar value

of records in discussions. We are never going to get

away fron that. A record is only worth what a person

is going to pay for it. in general, most punk/hardaore

rarities are truly that: rarities. When there is only

1,000 pressed in the whole world, that's pretty rare.

As time goes en, these records are getting older by the

nonent. Chances of caning up with a copy is getting

slinmer with each passing day and we'll have to pay the

price. I used to have a $10 limit on a single record,

tut have changed that policy as my want List gets smaller

$20 Is a better average.

MIKE: Stupid trend made popular by the dopes at
Revelation.

BRETT: I love colored vinyl and it can never get out
of hand. My favorite color is any of those marbled

varieties.

PAT: If you asked me this question a couple of years

ago, I would have said that colored vinyl had gotten

out of hand, but
color: Green.

I think it's calmed dewn new. Favorite

S DAVE: I collect records because 1 Love music. Music is

s my life so I surround myself with records. Records have
= a appeal all of their own. r love the way records look,

: feel, sound and oddly enough, smell. Record collecting

= is the only hobby that I have ever been 100% serious

= afcout. I may cut back at times, get discouraged tut always)
— cane back to. I hate leaving a record store without at

:r| least buying something* Records are a serious thing with

= me*

MIKE: They are O.K. as long as I

for that price.

m the one selling them

BRETT: Saw records are worth a good amount of money.

Over thirty dollars is out of the question though.

7) Doyoucollect any other types

= of music besides punk/hardcore S

PAT: It used to bum me out* but now I own most of the
records I once decried the high price of.

DAVE: Yes, I collect all different types of music. Pop

vocalists, movie soundtracks, new wave, oddities, etc.*.

are all on my hit list* Like I said, I love records!

^ MATT: 1 started to collect records a tew years back,

I because I wanted to do a hardcore show on WRSU and I

5 needed stuff to play. I like alot of different music,

~z I wanted to get stuff by seme of the bands I like and

£ hands frcm the same era and area. About three years ago,

; it turned into a big habit. I started to go to shews
- and buy stuff fron collectors who weren't Into their

i shit. I guess the real answer is that I'm a canpulsive

person. I can't be into scmething just a little. 1 need

to have EVERYTHING !

:GDDFF: Because r enjoy the music and Just going out and
~; searching for the record Is fun in itself.

^fe* 4) Most money spent on a
MATT: I listen to alot of stuff besides HC/punk, but
don't seriously collect anything else. I will, however,

pick up any old early flO 's hit on a single if I find
it cheap enough.

GBDFF:
nwtal.

^ru HIKE: Because I can't get everything I want on CD*

BRETT: I collect records because the music I like canes

on vinyl. Plus, they look cool in your rocm*

DAVE: I've spent $30 for a copy of TOE Fix's "Jan's Rccm"
and $30 for a copy of NECRCS's "IQ32" with the skate
park sleeve (100 made)* The reason: Brett and I wore
at a record convention and I could find anything else
I wanted. I had the money and said, "Fuck It]", Brett
will never let me live that one down*

MATT: The most I spend en a record was $40. It was for

J the MISFITS "Night Of Ttie Living Dead". It was hallcween
"
and I was really into the whole MISFITS spirit- The night

before that halloween, I found $200 in a paper bag* Ttie

next day I went into a local store and there it was.

It was Karma, I had to buy it.

Just whatever music I like. Mostly hardcore and

listen to other music

BRETT: I collect old KISS records,

pressings

.

have all the first

PAT: I collect sane old rchcol rap and ska.

8) Rarest record in your collection '

PAT: The answer to the question: Why do you collect

records is coe that I often ask myself. I guess it cones

: down to this, each record that I am I can tell a story

about; such as where I bought the record, if it's rare

^or the first tune I saw that particular band. For example

. if smeone pulls out my TOKEN ENIttY 7" I'll probably

ietart telling them how TOWN ENTRY was cxie of my favorite

-bands to see live, TOKEN ENTRY was also a band that my

I friend Brendan got me into. He also got me into hardcore,

~so like I said in the beginning, each (well maybe not

all) of my records rarks a point in my life; and of course

record collecting is fun, scmething that hardcore is

losing.

MIKE: I paid $150 for JUCCE "Chung King Lp* DAVE: Probably, BIACK fUVG's "Nervous Breakdown" 7"

GOXVz $50.00 ERCTT: $20 , SSD "Got It Away 11

original* That's Judging by everybody's reaction when
;

they see it*

PAT: TVenty dollars for "Flex Your Head", first pressing,

violin cover, at the Princeton Record Exchange.

5) Best place to find rare discs

2) Do you buy what you like or

do you I buy what you think

mightbe rare inthefuture *

DAVE; Like most I fell into the trap of buying records
with a high prospective trade factor. I've wasted hundreds
of dollars doing this. For the last few years, I've been
cnly buying what I want. It's basically hard enough coning

across the stuff I want, let alone undesired rare records.
If i buy a double* it's usually going to be a gift or
an on the spot trade* 1 don't have a box of trading

records.

DAVE: Right new, the test place to find rare discs is
at the conventions* Stores ^ust den't cut it anymore.
(Well, maybe Princeton Record Exchange!)

MMT: T)*e rarest record I have is the JUDGE "Chung
King... 11 test pressing, which there is only six of. I

don't really count this because I think artificially
created rarities are cheesy* I guess the real rarest
thing I have is the YES L.A. carp. This is also one of
my favorite records, because I love all the bands and
it's kinda cool (one-sided clear vinyl with handscreenad
song titles. Kahco.)*

GEEFF: JOCGE "Oiung King" Lp, BIACK FUG "Thirsty and

Miserable" 7"

MATT: The best place to find rare discs is at places
where one wouldn't normally look. I've found rad shit
at garage sales and at old book stores* At places like
this, the stuff is irost always cheap* Also, ex-punk reck
Junkies can be found on the streets of New York City
selling great old shit for a fix. It's a shame tut it's
true.

MIKE; SEPTIC DEATH dbl LP on swirled vinyl, singed by
Pushead. Only SO made* (eat your hearts outll)

NEGKFEVE APPROACH 7" I guess.

JUCGE "Chung King Can Suck it" #32.

GEEFF: Tim Singer's house. ^£ 1

MIKE: Charles Maggie's house,*,or find people who get

out of hardcore and buy their records cheap.

MATT: I mostly buy what I like, Ttiere is so much that
I want, that I can't afford to waste money en things
I den't* I will, however, pick up scmothing rare for
cheap, if I knew I can trade it in for scmething I want.

HRE1T: It used to be Sounds in N*Y,C, tut now it has

got to be those record shows, in particular Dave

Stimpson's table.

=z~=z pat: The best place I ever found rare records at was

==r^rrrtatt frcm BQI4>'s house.

GEDFV: In most cases,
are sane exceptions.

I only buy what I like, but there

MIKE: I only buy what everyone else likes so I can keep
than fron getting what they really want.

6) How do you feel about ^ A*

colored vinyl ? 1 Do you think JJI

MATT: I really really really want, hurm, I don't knew.
I never know what I want until I see it in a store or
at a convention. Perhaps the first FEAR single is my
irost wanted, seconded closely by DICKS "Hate The Police'1

I also really want YOUTH OP TCOAY's "Crucial Times" record
Inyuk nyuk).

BRCTT: I am guite cheap so I usually buy records I think

I will like. I have bought records before that I thought

might be rare in the future, however*

See my trade list. 3 GEBFF: OU 22

PAT: I buy both what r like and what I think will be
rare, but mostly what I like. Anybody want to trade for
the NIRVANA/FLUID live 7" {colored vinyl, limited
edition)? Send your offers.

.»
:S Favorite color ? ."'""

"-:
-"•

"..
•';

3) How do you feel about high

prices on rare discs

: ion

MATT: As long as people will spend the money, the prices

will stay high. I hate high prices. Mostly the prices

are for tourists fron countries where the U.S. dollar

•t worth that much* A Japanese kid wouldn't have a

problem spending S100 on a record, because that isn t

tco much mc**ey to him. But even if I was a millicnare,

I wouldn't spend the money on high priced discs. The

fun is in the hunt and in finding cool things cheaply.

DAVE: Colored vinyl was cool when people did it just
to be different. Mow everything has to be on colored
vinyl, the novelty has definitely worn off. Now even
the shittest record, is wanted just because it's en colored
vinyl. Yawn. My favorite color is glow-in-the-dark and
I've only seen it once* If you are going to do colored
vinyl, please do glow-in-the-darklll!

GFX1FF: I think it's rldculous. There is really no reason

for it* (Ihere are a few exceptions)

HATT: Colored vinyl has lost alot of clout as a gimnic,
Just the same as the 10" had* But I'm always partial
to bleed red vinyl on old scary-core stuff, like ROSE-
MARY'S BABIES and such ilk*

GDDFF: Colored vinyl is O.K. I collect sane colored vinyl
fron certain bands/labels but when buying records it's
not a priority. It has gotten really exit of hand. I mean
even majors are pressing colored vinyl collector's
editions these days, so that shews you how had it is*
My favorite color is orange.



10) Do you take care of your records ? 11) Can you give some advice to

How far doyougo? the beginning collector <

PAT: H>e best advice I can give to a beginning collector
is not to pay huge amounts for a record, you'll find
it cheaper sooner or later; and don*t get in my way,

I'll trample old ladies In my quest for rare records.

DAVE: While I should get sane record cleaner, 1 generally

take very gcod care of my records. I inspect them before

I buy, 7"s go into plastic, 12"s gets filed into a

specially built cabinet, I den't leave records lying

all over the place and never leave them cut of their

sleeves. Cue thing I'm bad with is not getting a new

needle. I'm sorry...

MATT: I take very good care of my vinyl. I keep them

all organized and keep them in plastic sleeves, I change

my record player's needle pretty often. Mistreated vinyl
is a tragedy that is gripping our nation. My friend Kevin
had the first GHJMS single and he stepped on it. I have

the pieces an my wall as a reminder.

GEOFF: Yes. I just keep them in the sleeves and clean
than when needed.

MIKE: Nd. Who cares what condition they're in as Ion?
as they are en colored vinyl area rare,

BRCTT: I take good care of my records. They are all in
alphabetical order ai*3 neatly arranged in a sturdy

bookcase. People must wash their hands before they touch

them though.

PAT: Yes. All nost all are in plastic sleeves, and they
are all in alphabetical order, stored in the fire-proof
vault that is buried 25 feet below my house.

MATT: 1 ) Get sane record ODllecting rules for yourself

and stick to them just to keep yourself under control.

Things like a set spending lijnit and stuff like that.

2) Con't Just get everything that is and might be rare.

Set yourself in a direction that you like. It makes things

alot nrae enjoyable. Right new I'm big into old L.A.

stuff and N.Y.C. thrash, I get alot of satisfaction fran

getting stuff I like. 3) Stealing fran big stores is

a serious option, but be careful. Also, don't be a dick
and steal fran little stores, other collectors or
especially your friends. 4) Dcn't hang out with Charles

Maggio, He'll drive you crazy. He also has crap taste

in nusic. REMEMBER, RKXfiDS ARE A DRUG AND YOU CAN GET
HOOKED CN THEN—WCRDl 1

DAVE: All I can say is buy wtiat you like. Learn the

history of the music you like. It's fulfilling to knew

when the record came out, how many were pressed, etc,..

Beware of bootlegs I Ttiey are the scrouge of record

collecting. And most importantly have funl

MIKE: Either buy all my rare records for mucho $$ or
spend the time to hunt than down for really cheap and

have sane fun at the same tijne. And if you took my answers
seriously, I've got a ccpy of DYS "Sisterhood" 7" en
yellow vinyl to sell you. Write for my list.

BRETT: Get a PROJIKT X 7",

The following addresses are of people who collect and
trade records. Write them for lists and/or info:

Frank J, Cassidy
23 Wilson Terrace
Elizabeth, N.J. 07208-1712

Andrew Orlancto
78-32 68th Ave.
HidJle VUage, N.Y. 11379

..::v

Justine De Metrick
201 East 12th St. #403
N.Y., N.Y. 10003

Bon Fuller
36 EUiwood lane
Fair Haven, N.J. 07704
1 (908) 741-0874

Ttmy Ret bran
1977 North Olden #301
Trentcr, N.J. 08618
1 (609) B83-6946

Grace ScaiiOTe
1725 61st
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11204

Chris Strickland
44 Linden Place
Red Bank, N.J. 07701

Jen Peed
P.O. Box 137

Berkeley, CA 94701

Justin Marley
8 Pinecrest Rd.
Jersey City, N.J. 07305

Mark Gargle
P.O. Box 808
Southwick, MA 01077

Mike Ruhule
6599 Madrid Rd. #2
Goleta, CA
1 1805) 968-B937

Richard Derespina
562 54th St.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11220

ftatthew Card
19 Union St.
New Brunswick, N.J. 08901
1 (908) 247-0935

Luis Barrera
240 N.W. 63rd Ave.

Miami, PL 33126

Brendon Rule
P.O. Box 174

NPS Station
Amherst, MA 01004-0174

Mike Gifford
P.O. Box 1201
Buffalo, N.Y. 14213-7201

Bull Busse
4787 S.W. 154th Ave,

Miami, FL 33145

Brian/DROP DEAD
P.O. Box 8511

Warick, RI 02888

Mike D'Elia
45 Beech St.
Hillsdale, N.J. 07642
I (201) 358-2973

Charles Maggio
305 Haywocxl Dr.

Paramus, N.J. 07652

Lali Dcrovan
3655 20th St. #1

San Francisco, CA 94110

Tijnojhen Hark
P.O. Box 40959
San Francisco, CA 94140
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Jce Martin
42-20 203rd St, 1st floor
Dayside, N.Y. 11361

Patrick K. TUtek
Fordham Univ.
Station 37/Box 1136
Brcnx, NY 10458
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to round out the

issue so I had this flyer lying around. Consider it a hint

as to what's going to be in the next issue! Look for it

around August 1994. -Brett and Dave
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